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ABSTRACT 
-·---
A method for the improvement of the range and accuracy 
achieved by the crosscorrelation flowmeter is investi-
gated. The principles of the flowmeter operation and 
fundamental digital signal processing techniques are 
reviewed. The process of the Fourier transform decon-
volution is i~vestigated. Computer simulation of the 
flow system is described and is shown to require imprac-
tical amounts of computer time to achieve the necessary 
averaging times. Consequently, correlation and velocity 
profile measurements are made from an experimental flow 
rig. A waveform analysis program is used to analyse 
these measurements. The Fourier transform deconvolution 
is shown in this case to have poor noise immunity. For 
this reason, an alternative method of Bayesian deconvolution 
is investigated. The correlation functions measured 
from the experimental flow rig are deconvolved using 
the Bayesian deconvolution algorithm. The resulting 
transit time distribution is shown to converge to the 
transit time distribution obtained from the velocity 
profile measurements. From an analysis of the flow 
signals the velocity distribution of the flow may thus 
be found.' 
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CHAPTER 1 
I.I INTRODUCTION 
In many industries it has become increasingly important to 
be able to measure accurately the volume f lowrate of a 
variety of fluids. This variety encompasses abrasive 
solids in suspension to blood flow in arteries. 
The ultrasonic crosscorrelation flowmeter has bee11 well 
developed and is at this stage suitable for flow measure-
ment of industrial slurries. This flowmeter has at 
present a dynamic range of about 10:1 and an accuracy of 
1% once calibrated for the particular velocity profile 
characterising the flow. The dynamic range over which 
the flowrate can be measured is limited in that large 
errors may be introduced if the particular flow velocity 
for which it has been calibrated were to change. If, 
1 
for example, the instrument is calibrated for fully 
developed turbulent flow and the flow changes to fully 
developed laminar flow (possibly outside the 10:1 measure-
ment range) errors of up to 33% may result (Reference 1.1). 
The aim of this project is to investigate a technique to 
improve the range of operation and the accuracy of the 
crosscorrelation f lowmeter. By determining the velocity 
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distribution in the flow being measured, some correction 
may be made to eliminate errors introduced due to 
variations of the velocity profile. It is proposed 
that this may be achieved by suitably processing the 
signals provided by the crosscorrelation flowmeter. 
1.2 PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICS 
The Fourier transform of a function of time h(t), satis~ 
fying the Dirichlet conditions (given in Reference 1.2) 
is: 
"ix> 
H{f) = /h(t) e-j2n ft dt 1. 1 
and the inverse Fourier transform is described by: 
00 
h(t) = jH(f) ~j 2 1r ft df . • • • • 1 . 2 
The concept of crosscorrelation of two functions may 
be described as a measure of the similarity between 
- the functions for different values of delay between 
them. This is more exactly described by: 
00 
~ XY ( T ) = - J~ ( f) ) y ( T + fl ) d f) = X ( t ) G} y ( t ) 
1. 3 
where 0xy( -i-) is the crosscorrelation function of x(t) 
and y{t) and © represents the crosscorrelation operator. 
2 
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Figure I. I General schematic of the crosscorrelation flowmeter. 
Figure 1.2 Typical flo~1 signals qnd their crosscorrelation. 
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1.3 THE ULTRASONIC CROSSCORRELATION FLOWMETER 
Ultrasonic crosscorrelation flowmetering is achieved 
by passing two ultrasonic beams, some distance apart, 
3 
through the flowing stream. Variations in density and 
~ddies present in the material being transported modu-
late the amplitude and frequency of the received signal. 
The flow signals, one from the upstream and the other 
from the downstream transducer, may be derived from 
either variations in amplitude or variations in 
frequency of the received signals. Variations in 
density and eddies at the upstream transducer appear 
at the downstream transducer a short while later having 
undergone some modifications in transit between the 
transducers. The eddies, however, tend to have a finite 
lifetime and their modulation effect on the ultrasonic 
beam changes exponentially with time. The positions 
of the eddies and the variations in their relative 
density ts modified by the velocity profile of the 
flow. If the crosscorrelation of the two flow signals 
is calculated then the resulting function 0xy( • ) will 
exhibit a global maximum at the delay at which the two 
signals are separated. The velocity of the material 
being transported may be found since the delay of ~ 
seconds is a measure of the time taken for this material 
or fluid to travel the distance between the two trans-
ducers and the velocity is inversely proportional to 
this delay. 
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'4 
1.4 THE FLOW SYSTEM 
Consider a pipe as shown in Figure 1.1 filled with a 
homogeneous, stationary fluid. The outputs of the 
two demodulators will then be zero. Now a particle 
of higher density than the fluid in the pipe, travelling 
with a velocity v0 , in the centre of the pipe, passes 
through the upstream ultrasonic beam. This causes a 
change in the upstream flow signal~. The same change 
will appear in the downstream flow signal ·as the particle 
passes through the driwnstream ultrasonic beam. 
Crosscorrelating these two flow signals will produce 
a maximum in the crosscorrelation function at the delay 
corresponding to the time taken for the particle to 
travel from one beam to the other. (When considering 
the flow of an eddy a modification of the eddy occurs 
while travelling between the ultrasonic beams due to 
the eddy decay. This has the effect of reducing the 
height of the crosscorrelation function as the dist&nce 
between the transducers is increased.) Assume now 
that when the aforementioned particle enters the 
upstream beam, another particle travelling at a lower 
velocity Vi also crosses the upstream beam. They 
will cross the downstream beam at different times and 
the resulting crosscorrelation of the two flow signals 
will exhibit two peaks, one corresponding to velocity 
V0 and the other to velocity Vi. 
Instead of particles, consider now a flow channel divided 
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/ by a partition into two subchannels. If the fluid in 
the two subchannels is travelling at v1 and v2 , then 
the crosscorrelation of the . upstream and downstream 
5 
flow signals will exhibit two peaks at delays correspond-
ing to the velocities v1 and v2 • The relative heights 
of the two peaks will depend on the signal strengths due 
to each subchannel. The signal strengths are directly 
related to the respective subchannel widths. More simply 
- the wider the subchannel with fluid at velocity Vi, 
the higher the peak of the crosscorrelation function 
corresponding to this velocity. Now a parabolic velocity 
profile representing laminar flow can be represented by 
increasing the number of subchannels. The individual 
peaks of the resulting crosscorrelation will then merge 
to form a composite 11 smeared 11 .crosscorrelation function 
the shape of which must contain information about the 
velocity profile. 
This leads on to the idea of the flow between the two 
transducers as a system with the input being the upstream 
flow signal and the output the downstream flow signal. 
The impulse response of the system may be interpreted as 
the transit time distribution (Reference 1.3). Thus: 
w(t) = g(t) 
where w(t) is the transit time distribution. The 
determination of the system impulse response is thus a 
system identification problem. 
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If the system is linear then the output y(t) is the 
convolution of the input x(t) and the system impulse 
response g(t). 
co 
r,;, 
6 
y(t) = Jx(B) g(t - 8)d6 . . . 1. 4 
~co 
or >' 
y(t) = x(t) * g(t) 
where * represents the convolution operator~ 
Various methods exist for finding the impulse response of 
a system, the simplest being to excite the system with a 
deterministic signal such as a step, ramp or impulse and 
observe the output. Random signals which may be applied 
or occur ·naturally may also be used to excite the system. 
The·n, the output::of the system may be described by: 
where 
r/J xy ( i) = 
-co 
~ . : 
co 
0 xy ( T ) i s the cross corr e 1 at i on of the ups tr ea. m 
and downstream flow signals 
0 xx ( T ) i s t he a u t oc o r re 1 a t i on of t h e u p st re am 
flow signal 
g(t) is the system impulse response. 
(This expression may be derived by Fourier transforming 
both sides of equation 1.4 above and assumes the signals 
to be both stationary and ergodic). 
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7 
The velocity distribution may be derived from the transit 
time distribution: 
W(v} = - w(t} 
dv /dt 
= w(t} t2 
L 
Thus the correlation measurements should yield not only 
the mean velocity but also the complete velocity distri-
bution independent of the transducer properties. 
1.5 THE PROJECT IN PERSPECTIVE 
The field of ultrasonic crosscorrelation flowmetering 
has been fairly well researched (References 1.4, 1.5, 
1 • 6 , 1 . 7 , 1 • 8 , 1 . 9 , 1 . ro , 1 . 1 1 } and of part i cu 1 a r 
interest is the work done by Leitner (Reference 1.12). 
He has d~veloped a crosscorrelation flowmeter using a 
microprocessor controlled two-point differe~ce correlator. 
The aim of my work is to apply digital signal processing 
techniques to improve the range and accuracy of this 
microprocessor controlled correlator. Ultimately one 
may envisage an ultrasonic flowmeter incorporating a 
correlator and microcomputer which calculates the auto-
correlation and crosscorrelation functions of the flow 
signals and then deconvolves these two functions to yield 
the flow system impulse response. This impulse response 
may then undergo further processing to yield the entire 
velocity distribution or simply a correction factor for 
the measured flowrate. 
1.5 
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The task at hand is thus to develop and test a method 
for performing the required deconvolution. 
8 
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CHAPTER 2 12 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
2.1 SAMPLING 
,. 
Let h(t) be a sampled representation of the continuous 
,. 
function h(t). This sampled function h(t) may be con-
sidered as the continuous function h(t) multiplied by an 
infinite sequence of unit impulses. 
... 00 .()() 
h(t) = h(t).n~-oo o (t-nt) = nL00h(t) o (t-nT) = h(nT} 
for n E. I and T the sampling interval. 
,. 
The Fourier transform of h(t) may be found by noting 
that multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to 
convolution in the frequency domain, thus: 
" H(f) = H (f) * 
00 E . 
k=-oo 0 (f - ~) 
T 
where H(f) and H(f) are the Fourier transforms of h(t) 
,, 
and h(t) respectively. These operations are represented 
graphically in Figure 2.1. 
In this diagram we see that l/T ~ 2 fc where fc is ·the 
highest frequency component present in the signal h(t). 
If the sampling interval were increased to a value where 
sampling took place less often than twice each cycle of 
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"'«.' .· 
. .' "', ' ~. 
h(t) w(t) h(t) • w(t) 
• 
1 
x = 
. t 
t t 
IH(fll IW(f) I IHlfl•W(fJI 
= 
Figure 2.3 Application of a rectangular window function. 
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13 
the highest frequency component fci then the phenomenon 
known as aliasing would occur. Aliasing implies an 
overlapping and distortion of the desired Fourier trans-
form of the sampled function. This is shown in Figure 2 .2. 
To eliminate aliasing one must ensure that T > 2 f c. This 
is usually achieved by low pass filtering h(t) before 
sampling at a frequency of anything between three and 
five times the cut off frequency of the anti-aliasing 
filter. 
2.2 WINDOWING 
Ultimately we wish to apply the relations defined· for 
continuous functions to sampled waveforms using a com-
puter.. It is obviously impossible to deal with infinite 
records of data so a finite length sample of the data 
must be used. The most obvious method is simply to 
select N data starting at time t 1 and ending at t 2 . 
This is the same as applying a.rectangular window function 
to the infinite sequence. As multiplication in the 
time domain is equivalent to convolution in the frequency 
domain, the resulting frequency domain representation 
has some ripple added to it as shown in Figure 2.3. 
By examining Figure 2.3 one can appreciate the desire 
to keep the sidelobes of the Fourier transformed window 
function as small as possible while keeping the width as 
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14 
narrow as possible. This can be done by either using 
many data points, that is, making T
0 
large, or by a wise 
choice of the window function. The selection of window 
functions has been well researched and Childers and 
D.url ing (Reference 2.1) refer to this field as that of 
"window carpentry 11 • Some of the more common window 
functions and their transforms are given here. 
Rectangular Window 
w(t) 
r 
A 
l 
-To 
.1 2 2 
w(t) = A t T0 u(t+ 2 )-
Triangular Window 
w(t) 
w (t) = A {1 
W(f) 
t ~~f 
T0 ~ w(f) = AT0 Sin TI fT 0 u(t-2 ) 
. TI fT 0 
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(J 
Hanning Window (after Von Haan) 
wit) 
-t 
w(t) = A Cos 2 if t 
'a 
lo. 
2 
= A {i +Cos ~: t} 
0 It! To = • >--... 2 
Hamming Window 
w(t) 
T 
t< ~ 
2 
w(t) 0,54+0,46 2'TTt = cos-To 
ltl 
To 
• 
<-
2 
0 ltl ~ 
To 
= -
2 
15 
Wlfl 
w(f) 
Wlfl 
w ( f) = 
[0,547T 2 -0,08(nfT 0 ) 2 ] SinnfT 0 
fT 0 ( 7f 2 
_ n 2 fz T 2 ) 
0 
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a(t) 
Jl11ll 
j 
A(f} . t 
w(t). 
-1 
't 
W(f) 
c(t) 
-To 
( (f) t 
• 
' 
p 
~·~ " 
·-
h(f) 
------~ 
t l' th samp ing e 
time domain 
signal 
-
general aperiodic 
waveform 
~------:---------~>~ 
1 l. f 
T T 
l 
h(t)·a{t) ! lH!f1'A!fll . 
t 1 
! T 
x 
- t To-~ 
windowing 
* f ! i 
h(t)·a(t)·w(t) · IH ( f )1>A(flllW( f 
-
~ 
. 
"' * To 
t 
' 
" 
.. 
: 
'I'-
-------,,------------,x 
f 1 1 
( h(t)·a(t)·w(t) J.t:(t) (H(f J•tA(f)r.W(f}] · C.(f) 
.· 
Figure 2.4 Development of the discrete Fourier transform. 
f 
f 
.. 
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The Cosine, Blackman, Tukey·, Papoulis, Parzen, Kaiser 
and Dolph-Chebyshev are other window functions, each 
with their own various advantages and disadvantages. 
2.3 THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
Let h(t) be represented by the sequence of N samples 
h(nT), 0 ~fl~ N-1, where T is the sampling interval in 
the time domain. Similarly let H(w) be represented by 
the N samples H(k n ) , Ofil'. k ~ N-1 where n is the 
increment between samples in the frequency domain._ The 
. discrete Fourier transform may be written as an adapta-
tion of equation 1.1: 
N-1 
H(kn) = r. h(nT).e-jnTnk k = 0,1,2 
n=O 
16 
N-1 
• • • 2 • 1 
where n = 21T 
Nt 
The graphical development of the discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) along with the effects that sampling, 
a 1 i a s i n g and v! i n do w i n g prod u c e i s s how n i n F i g-u re · 2 . 4 . 
Sampling the original waveform, the first operation 
shown in Figure 2.4, may give rise to an aliased fre-
quency· function. The next operation to be performed 
is time domain truncation and this introduces ripple 
into the frequency domain function. The final operation 
is frequency domain sampling which causes the time domain 
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h (nT) 
• 
gCH) 
• 
f LH) 
• • sixteen point sequence 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
t 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
eight point sequence composed 
of even numbered samples 
• 
• 
eight point 
composed of 
• 
samples 
• 
• 
• • 
0 2 3 4 5 6 
sequence 
odd numbered 
• 
t 
7 
Figure 2.5 Splitting the sixteen point sequence into two eight 
point sequences. 
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function to be periodic with a period defined by the 
N points of the original function after sampling arid 
truncation. 
2.4 THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
17 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm 
for calculating the discrete Fourjer transform. To ob-
tain an idea of the increase in efficiency, if N = 1024 
(where N is the number of samples representing the data 
to be transformed), then the computational reduction over 
the OFT is more than 200 to 1. Almost every textbook 
relating to signal processing contains some explanation 
of the development of the FFT so discussion of the subject 
here will be limited. 
The DFT was defined in expression 2.1.to be: 
H(kn ) N-1 k = E h ( n T) e - j n Tn 
n=:O 
· where n = and k = 0,1 ••• N-1 
Let W = e -j n T 
= e-j 2TI/N then we may write: 
H (kn ) N-1 = E h(nT) wnk 
n=O 
Assumi~g that we wished to transform the sixteen point 
sequence shown in Figure 2.5, we may split the sixteen 
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. ~ ,, ' 
point sequence into two eight point sequences, where 
g(1t) = h(21T) and f(.et) = h [(2.f + l)T] 
1 = 0, 1,2 ••. N/2 - 1. 
The DFTs of these two sequences are also 
sequences and may be written thus: 
N/2-1 
g ( .e T )(H2 ) 1 k G ( k st ) = _E 
R,:::0 
and 
N/2-1 
f(1T)(W2 )ik F ( k st ) = E 
R,:::0 
where 
N/2 point 
The DFT of the entire sequence may be written as: 
H (kn ) N/2-1 E 
R,:::0 
[g(1T)W21k + f(1T)W(21+1 )k] 
and, rewriting this expression, we get: 
18 
H(k st) = 
N/2-1 
E g(1T)(W2 )Qk +Wk N/2-1 L: f(fT}(W2 )xk 
t==O R,:::O 
= G(kn) +wk F(kQ ) 
Using this method of splitting the original sequence 
into two shorter sequences reduces the number of calcu-
lations required to compute H(k st). 
operations required to compute G(kn 
The number of 
and F(kn ) directly 
is (N/2) 2 for each and combining them to give H(kn ) 
requires N operations giving a tot.al of N + N2 /2. operations. 
Computing H(kn) directly would require N2 operations so 
even at this stage a saving is evident. The same 
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process which was applied to H(ka ) may now be applied 
to' G(k n) and F(kn ) in turn, giving four four-point 
sequences, so reducing still further the number of 
calculations required. Repeating this process until 
one point DFTs are required reveals the FFT process 
since the DFT of a single point is the point itself and 
thus the whole Fourier transform calculation has been 
reduced to one of a sequence of complex multiplications 
and additions . 
. ,'
The approach outlined above is known as decimation in time. 
Several other algorithms which exploit the properties of 
the data to be transformed have been developed. 
Brigham in Reference 2.2, develops the FFT as a sequence 
of matrix factorisations which provides insight into the 
analysis of the signal flow graph representation of the 
FFT. When dealing with data records where the number 
6f. points N ~ 2m where m is an integer then N is factorised 
and the tra sform is reduced to elementary transforms 
of the dimension of the lowest factor. This process 
is described by Singleton in Reference 2.3. 
2.5 DISCRETE CORRELATION AND CONVOLUTION 
Discrete correlation and convolution do not necessarily 
require the use of the FFT but in the interests of 
efficiency the FFT is usually employed. 
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The correlation of two continuous functions was described 
previously by equation 1.3 
~ ·CX) 
= Jx(e).y(t+e)de 
-oo 
When considering the sampled or discrete signals x(nT) 
and y(nT) (0 ~ n ~ N-1), we may rewrite equation 1.3 
such that: 
N-1 
= I: x ( n T ) • y [ ( k +n ) T ] . . • 2. 2 
n::O 
Convolution is of more interest since the uftimate aim 
is to deconvolve two sampled waveforms. The convolution 
of two sampled waveforms, with reference to equation l.~ · 
may be written as: 
y(kT) 
·N-1. 
I: g(nT).x[ (k-n)T] 
n::O 
As for the correlation of two discrete waveforms, it 
. . . 2. 3 
can be shown that the computation of equation 2.3 may be 
simplified by using the OFT. In Reference 2.4 Hunt 
proves the discrete convolution theorem using matrix 
theory. The approach he adopts is to diagonaJise the 
convolution matrix operator and in doing so the eigert 
values of this operator are shown to be identical to the 
discrete Fourier transform. 
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n(nJ) 
x(nTJ---~ g(nT) y(nT) 
.Figure 2.6 The system. 
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2.6 NUMERICAL DECONVOLUTION 
Consider the system with impulse response g(nT), 
output y(nT) and input x(nT) as shown in Figure 2.6. 
Neglecting the noise term we have: 
. 00 
~1 
y(t}\ = Jg(e).x(t-e)de • . . 2. 4 
The determination of g(e) is thus a system identifica-
tion problem. One approach to the identification of 
g(nT) is the division of the Fourier tfansform of the 
output by the Fourier transform of the input, that is: 
g(nT) = FFT [y(nT)] 
FFT [x(nT)] 
An alternative to the above is a formulation of 
• • • 2 . 5 
equation 2.5 using a matrix representation of the 
variables is given in Reference 2.5 and outlined below. 
Let x(t), a continuous function of time, be considered 
constant between sampling periods. Each sample of x(t) 
takes the value at the beginning of the sampling period, 
that is: 
x(t) ::< x(nT) for nT< t<(n+l)T 
Similarly assuming g(t) is constant over the sample 
interval but with the value at the midpoint of the 
interval so that: 
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g(t} ~ g(.?n+l • T} 
2 
for nT ~ t < (n+l} .T 
Rew r i ti n g e qua t ion 2 • 4 assuming x ( t } = O for t < 0 : 
(X> 
y(t} = fg(e},.x(t-e}de 
Q 
and if t = nT, then: 
n'."'"I 
y(nT} = T. E g( 2n-l • T - iT} • x(iT) 
i=O 2 
so for n = l, y(T} = T[g(T/2).x(O)] 
n = 2, y(2T} = T[g(3T/2) • x(O) +g(T/2) • x(T)J 
n = N, y(NT) = T[g( 2n-l • T) • x(O) + ••. 
2 
..• + g(T/2).x{N-1)] 
and setting: 
l = y(T} ~ = g(T/2) 
y(2T) g(3T/2) 
y(3T) g(5T/2) 
y(NT) J g(2N-l/2 • T) 
. ' 
22 
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x = x(O) 0 0 
x(T) x(O) 0 
x(2T) x(T) x(O) 
x(2T) x(T} x(O) 
x[(N-1).T] x[(N-2).T] 
a~d we may write: 
'f. = T.X.£1 
We now need to solve for ~ in the above equation. 
If x(O) # O (a finite shift in time may be required to 
achieve this), then det X = [x(O) ]N # 0 and X is non-
singular. So: 
23 
X(O) 
= 
1 • x-1 '!, 
T 
• • • 2 . 6 
Thus~ may be computed using matrix methods or alternatively 
each element of the above matrix equation may be written 
in terms of the others: 
= 
1 
x(O) 
n-1 } 
I: gn-i .x (iT) 
i;:I 
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where hn = h (2n-l . T) 
2 
and = y(T) 
T.x(O) 
24 
An iterative procedure may be developed if one considers 
the system impulse response to be, as a first approxima-
tion, equal to the system output. This initial estimate 
is then corrected by adding thedifference .between the 
system output andthe convolved current approximation of 
the impulse response. We may therefore write the 
recurs~e relation: 
gn+1 (t) . Jx ( t-B) fl n ( B) d ~ • • • 2. 7 
~00 
where in+l(t) is the current estimate of g(t). 
Transforming this into the frequency domain we have: 
with G0 (w) = Y(w) 
This technique forms the basis of the work described by 
Balslev et al. in their paper (Reference 2.6) on the 
deconwlution of experimentally broadened spectra in the 
field of spectros::opy. Kennet et al. (in Reference 
2.7) also use a similar iterative procedure to achieve 
improved spectral resolution by applying Bayesian 
deconvolution. 
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In the field Of seismic exploration several deconvolution 
methods are being examined with varying degrees of 
success. Among these are predictive deconvolution, 
homomorphic deconvolution, Kalman filtering and deter-
ministic deconvolution. An overview of these methods 
is given in Reference 2.8 where Arya and Holden point 
out that homomorphic deconvolution has still to be fully 
developed and they also note that at the time of their 
writing (1978), there was no reported application of 
Kalman filtering to seismic deconvolution. 
Eisenstein and Cerrato {in Reference 2.9) describe a 
deconvolution technique which they use to improve 
electrocardiograms by removing the effects of the 
measuring system. In their work they also use an 
iterative technique to improve the estimate of the 
system impulse response except that a model of the 
system to be identified is formed and the parameters 
varied to minimise the error between the real system 
output and the estimated output. 
Several researchers claim success using the Fourier trans-
form techniques described by equation 2.5. Among them 
are Nabel and Mundry(Reference 2.10) in the field of 
ultrasonic testing and echo evaluation and Kuchel 
(in Reference 2.11) in his work on a flow assay device 
for the study of steady-state enzyme kinetics. 
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The work of this dissertation will be concentrated on 
the approach described by equation 2.5. 
2.7 APPLYING THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM USING 
A MICROPROCESSOR 
26 
The importance of the fast Fourier transform arises due 
to thefact that most deconvolution methods seem to be 
based upon the FFT. To obtain some idea of the feasibi-
lity of computing the FFT on a microprocessor, the hard-
ware was developed (see Appendix 1) and the task of 
. 
wniting the necessary software was set as an undergraduate 
thesis co-supervised by me. The hardware comprised a 
standard Intel SDK85 development kit, 2K of additional 
random access memory (RAM), lK of erasable programmable 
read only memory (EPROM}, two eight bit analogue to 
digital converters and a display control unit which 
permitted the graphical display on an oscilloscope of 
data. The software to enable the sampling of an analogue 
waveform and the subsequent computation of its Fourier 
transform using the fast Fourier transform was developed 
(Reference 2.12). The execution time required for a 
256 point FFT, using eight bit number representation, 
was found to be approximately two seconds. Using a 
sixteen bit number representation, a 256 point transform 
takes approximately nine seconds. These execution times 
are excellent considering the very limited arithmetic 
capabilities of the 8085 microprocessor. It became 
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apparent that to reduce truncation error to an acceptable 
level representation of the data using 16 bits was 
imperative. Computation time would be reduced con-
siderably if a present generation 16 bit microprocessor 
were'employed. The use of a microprocessor to calcu-
late the FFT was successful and a dedicated microprocessor, 
incorporated into the existing flowmeter, could be used 
to perform the Fourier transform analysis and possibly 
the entire deconvolution. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOFTWARE AND EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
., 
' 
31 
The actual mechanism of multiphase fluid flow is fairly 
complex and when considering the generation of flow sig-
nals in the presence of a curved velocity profile, the 
formulation of the problem using a mathematical analysis 
becomes very difficult. The comparison of the computed 
velocity distribution and the actual velocity distribution 
may be made by setting up a flow system from which the 
flow signals and measurements of the velocity profile are 
obtained .. The flow signals are analysed to find a cal-
culated velo~ity distribution using the techniques 
described earlier. This velocity distribution or 
alternatively the transit time distribution is then com-
pared with the measured velocity or transit time distri-
bution to determine the accuracy and/or feasibility of, 
the proposed techniques. 
Investigating methods for finding the velocity distribu-
tion in multiphase flow requires the ability to measure 
and control accurately the velocity profile in the flow 
of interest. Measurement and control of the velocity 
profile is by no means a simple matter and this led to 
the idea of simulating the flow system on a computer. 
This idea is attractive, bearingin mind that the analysis, 
in the development stage, will almost certainly be carried 
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Figure 3.1 Obtaining the flow signals optically. 
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out on a computer. To eliminate the effects of any 
assumptions made when modelling the flow system, it would 
also be desirable to analyse re~l flow signals. 
The development thus consists of three parts: 
1. The flow system modelling and flow signal generation; 
2. The experimental flow rig; and 
3. The analysis of the flow signals. 
-- -
3.1 FLOW SYSTEM MODELLING AND FLOW SIGNAL SIMULATION 
3.1.1 Introduction 
The ultrasonic transmitter-receiver pair used to· 
generate the flow signals from variations in the flow 
each exhibit directivity patterns characteristic of 
ultrasonic transducers. This gives rise to a complex 
ultrasonic beam across the pipe. It becomes difficult 
to determine exactly when any particle or eddy enters 
the beam. Cross-coupling betwe~n the upstream ~nd down-
stream transducers may also occur. To minimise these 
complexities optical transducers producing a well-
defined beam across the fluid are used. It is reason-
able to assume that the fluid contains small particles 
or bubbles which modulate these light beams to produce the 
flow signals. For the purposes of modelling this optical 
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UPSTREAM SIGNAL DOWNSTREAM SIGNAL 
Figure 3.2 The computer representation of the pipe and transducers. 
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crosscorrelation flowmeter, it is assumed that the beam 
is wider than the largest particle in the. fluid. These 
particles may then be seen to either scatter or absorb 
the light with the amount of scattering or absorption 
depending on the particle size. 
3.1.2 Program Specifications 
The simulation program is to generate flow signals and 
caltulate the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions of the upstream and downstream flow signals. 
The user should specify the prevailing velocity profile, 
the transducer spacing and eddy decay time constant. 
3.1.3 Program Description 
The actual flow signal generation is achieved by using 
a two-dime sional array as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
squares of the data array represent the fluid elements 
of the real pipe. These individual elements are assumed 
to be travelling at constant velocity. The elements 
of the array are represented by memory locations of the 
computer and are filled with normally distributed random 
nambers to model the random variations in the fluid. 
The flow signals are then generated by summing the random 
numbers in the array which are in the field of view of 
the upstream or downstream tranducers. In Figure 3.2, 
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the beamwidth has been chosen to be 10 fluid elements 
wide. This means .that the beamwidth is at least ten 
I 
times the width of the smallest particle. 
The data in the array is shifted along the pipe and the 
next sample of the flow signals is generated. The 
number of shifts the fluid elements in the subchannels 
undergo each time interval is determined by the specified 
velocity profile. Only the length of pipe between the 
tran~ucers is of interest so when shifting a row or sub-
channel along, new numbers are moved in at one end and 
·dropped off at the other. The eddy decay effect is 
achieved by adding uncorrelated noise to the numbers in 
the individual fluid elements so that the crosscorrelation 
coefficient is inversely proportional to transducer 
spacing. The amount of noise ~dded increases exponentially 
with time. 
3.1.4 Simulation Results 
An example of a typical flow signal and its spectral 
density is given in Figure 3.4. The folding about the 
centre of the spectrum is a property of the discrete 
Fourier transform used in the computation of the spectral 
density (refer to Section 2~3). This spectral density 
compares well with those given in Reference 3.1. An 
analysis of this flow signal was carried out to compare 
the characteristics with those of real flow signals. 
34 
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Figure 3.6 The ACF and CCF of the simulated flow signals using 
on!y one sample of the flow si,gnals. 
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Figure 3.7 The ACF and CCF of the simulated flow signals using 
100 samples of the flow signals. 
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A chi squared goodness of fit test was performed to 
determine whether the amplitude of the flow signal is 
35 
normaily distributed. The results showed this assump-
tion to be valid at the 50% significance level. One 
would expect the amplitude to be normally distributed 
/ 
because the signals are simulated by forming a summation 
of normally distributed random numbers (by the central 
limit theorem). 
The simulation was carried out using an infinite eddy 
decay time constant and the velocity profile shown in 
Figure l.5. The resulting crosscorrelation function 
(shown in Figure 3.6) is expected to have peaks corres-
ponding only to the two velocities present. The heights 
of the two peaks should be equal considering the volume 
of fluid travelling at these two velocities is the same. 
This crosscorrelation has been computed using only one 
flow sample and it is felt that a better estimate may be 
obtained if it were computed from several flow samples 
and the average taken. Figure 3.7 shows the auto-
correlation and crosscorrelation functions computed using 
100 flow signal samples and the velocity profile shown 
in Figure 3.5. 
The simulation results using this stepped velocity 
profile may be compared with the correlation functions 
obtained from the following simple experiment. The 
experimental layout is shown schematically in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.9 The autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions 
obtained from the system shown in figure 3.8 above. 
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The flow signals are generated using a Gaussian noise 
generator. The delay between the upstream and down-
stream flow signals and the ·simulation of the stepped 
velocity profile is achieved using a tapped delay line. 
The resulting autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions are given in Figure 3.9. 
36 
The question arises as to the relation between the 
averaging time or number of flow siinal samples used and 
the variance of the correlation functions. Examining 
on 1 y t he auto corr e 1 at i on f u n ct i on , we may re w r i t e e q u at i on 
1.3 with the limiis of integtation expressed slightly 
differently: 
~xx ( 1 ) = 
lim 
T ->- oo 1 
T 
T J x(e +< ).x(6)de 
0 
The averaging time T must be finite for any practical 
measurement and it can be shown (in Reference 3.2) that 
the expression for the variance of the autocorrelation 
estimate of bandlimited white noise of bandwidth B, 
zero mean value and over an averaging time T is given 
conservatively by: 
" where @xx(•) is the estimated value of the true 
autocorrelation function Qjxx( • ). It is further stipu-
lated that for the above expression to hold the following 
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estimateuf autocorrelation 
function 
1 . true autocorrelati~n function 
~ N+ltr~ 
Figure 3.10 The autocorrelation function. 
i 
w---u 
w- width of channel moving 
at velocity v1 
u-width of channel moving 
· at velocity v2 
. Figure 3.11 The velocity profile for 
simulation. 
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inequalities should be satisfied·. 
BT ~ 5 and T ;;. 10• lrl 
So for the computer model results to have any statistical 
significance, it is necessary to average the auto-
correlation function over several estimates. 
The computing time required to generate two flow signals 
and to compute the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions is approximately three minutes using the program 
developed. The total time required increases as a 
, linear function of the number of estimates required. 
Thus assuming the desired variance is 1% of the peak of 
the autocorrelation function (this implies a standard 
deviation of 10%), one hundred estimate~ are needed or 
approximately three hundred minutes·of computer time! 
A second and more efficient simulation program (listed 
in Appendix 2) has been developed. SIMULA V2.0 as 
it is called, allows the user to specify the number of 
averages over which the correlation functions are to be 
calculated. This program also facilitates relatively 
easy changes of pipe length, pipe width, transducer 
beamwidth and the number of data representing each flow 
signal .. 
Results using the stepped velocity profile shown in 
· Figure 3.11 are in the form of a comparativ~ study. 
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The relative heights of the peaks corresponding to the 
velocities v1 and v2 are plotted as the width of the 
subchannel moving at that velocity is varied. The 
38 
curves are plotted for IO and 50 averages of the cross-
correlation function. A linear relation between the peak 
height of the crosscorrelation function and the subchannel 
width ·is evident if one examines the results given in 
Figure 3.12. A similar study was carried out plotting 
the ratio of signal peak to noise peak of the crosscorre~ .. _,, 
lation function as a function of subchannel width. The 
signal peak is found by recording the height of the 
crosscorrelation function at the delay corresponding 
to the velocity of interest, while the noise peak is 
found by examining the maxima of the crosscorrelation 
function at delays other than those corresponding to the 
velocities present. 
Further simulation results using different velocity 
profiles are given in Appendix 2. 
3.1.5 Conclusion 
The simulated flow signals appear to have similar charac-
ter i st i c s as tho s e stud i e d by Le i t n er ( Reference 3 . 1 ) . 
The spectral density of the flow signal should really 
be calculated for several different samples of the 
flow signal then averaged. This would yield a smoother 
estimate of the spectral density function. The calculated 
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autocorrelation and crosscbrrelation functions found 
using the stepped velocity profile (as shown in Figure 
3.6) are poor estimates. As the averaging time is 
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increased, the estimate of the autocorrelation and 
crosscorrelation functions improve as is illustrated by 
Figure 3.7, where 100 samples were used. 
Further work comparing the peak heights of the crosscorrela-
tion function and the ratio of signal peak to noise peak 
for different subchannel widths reveals the expected 
linear relations between these parameters. The effect 
of the averaging on the estimated correlation functions 
is evident if one compares Figures 3.6·and 3.7. 
The results show th·at accurate simulation of the flow sigr.als 
and the computation of their autocorrelation and cross-
correlation functions requires lengthy, and in this 
case impractical, amounts of comp~ter time~ The 
s i mu 1 at i on e x e r c i s e h a s pro v e d v e r y u s e ... f u 1 i n pro v i d i n g 
a better understanding of the mechanism of flow signal 
generation. The alternative to the ~o~puter simulation 
is~ analyse real flow signals using a correlator to 
perform online ·calculati-0n of the autocorrelation and 
crosscorrelation functions. This process will require 
less calculation time because the flow signal generation 
and the correlation calculations are cariied out by 
separate, dedicated devices. 
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Figure 3. 13 A schematic of the flow circuit . 
Figure 3.14a The flow circuit and pump. 
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3.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL FLOW RIG 
3.2.1 Introduction 
The need for an experimental flow rig arises due to 
the excessive and impracticable requirements of computer 
time needed to perform the simulation of the flow signals. 
3.2.2 Objectives 
The motivation behind this experiment is the desire to 
measure the velocity distribution in a flow system while 
computing the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation func-
tions of the upstream and downstream flow signals for 
the same flow conditions. 
3.2.3 Description of the Experiment. 
The flow rig simply consists of a pump-driven water 
circuit. This circuit hasra section of pipe through 
which light beams may be passed so that two optically 
derived fldw signals may be obtained and some optical 
measurement of the velocity distribution made. Some 
control of the flow velocity is provided by way of two 
valves and a bypass. Photographs and a schematic 
are given in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. 
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Figure 3. 14b A view showing the photocel I electronics, the 
laser, the beamsplitter and the mirror arrangement . 
Figure 3.14c A close up showing the paral lei laser beams 
passing through the flow. 
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The optical system comprises of a helium-rieon laser 
source, a beam splitter and two photocells to produce 
the flow signals. Part i c 1 es and bu b b 1 e s in the water 
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modulate the beams received by the photocells which 
produce an electrical current proportional to the inten-
sity of the incident light. The square box arrangement 
around the experimental section is filled with water and 
this reduces the refraction of the light beams at the 
air-pipe interfaces. The calculation of the auto-
correlation and crosscorrelation functions of the flow 
signals is then carried out using a Honeywell correlation 
and probability analyser. Copies of the correlation 
functions are obtained from the correlator memory via 
a c. h art record e r . The correlator has two modes of 
operation: 
(i) A clipped mode, where the flow signals are quanti-
sed to one of two levels and 
(ii) A full mode where no quantisation is applied. 
It has been shown (in Reference 3.3) that the true 
correlation functions (computed using the cnrrelator 
in mode (ii)) and those obtained when using the correlator 
in clipped mode are related by a sine transform. This 
particular correlator produced better correlation functions 
when used in the clipped mode. 
Finding the velocity distribution requires the measurement 
of the velocity profile in the flow. The technique used 
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Figure 3.16 The velocity profile and corresponding distribution. 
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was that of crossed-beam correlation explained in 
Reference 3.4. This is a completely independent pro-
cess to that described earlier, although the basic 
technique remains. the same. To achieve crossed-beam 
correlation, the two laser beams are now set at 90° to 
one another some small distance apart. This is shown 
more clearly in Figure 3.15. The correlator is then 
used to find. the time taken for the particles or bubbles 
travelling in the elemental volume of fluid common to 
both beams, to move the distance between the laser· 
beams. The velocity profile is obtained by fixing.the 
position of one beam while traversing the other across 
the pipe diameter. 
3.2.4 Results : 
Sample autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions 
are g.1i ven in Figure 3 . 1 7 . The velocity profile measured 
for the same flow conditions is shown in Figure 3.16. 
The asymmetry of the crosscorrelation functi-0n caused 
by this velocity profile is apparent if one examines 
Figure 3.16. 
3.2.5 Conclusion 
The flow rig functions well as may be seen from the 
results presented. Al~hough this is a more elaborate 
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method of finding the velocity profile and'the auto-
correlation and crosscorrelation functions, the results 
show a definite improvement over the computer simulation 
results. 
3.3 THE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
3.3.1 Introduction 
This program h~s been developed so that deconvolution 
based on the process described by equation 2.5 may be 
thoroughly investigated. The package has been developed 
using a Univac 1106 mainframe computer and the pro-
gramming language used is Ascii Fortran (level 8Rl). 
The software is designed to be used interactiyely so that 
an on line analysis of any waveform may be carried out. 
3.3.2 Specifications 
The user may operate on any waveform by_ entering a 
sampled version of the waveform into one of four work 
areas. All the operations are then performed on the 
respective work area. The program enables tl1e user to: 
1. Store and recall any waveforms from permanent or 
temporary memory. 
2. Set up labels for the various waveforms which have 
been temporarily stored. 
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3. List these labels. 
4. Set up labels for each work area. 
5. List these work area labels. 
6. Compute the Fourier transform of a complex waveform. 
7. Compute the inverse Fourier transform of a complex 
waveform. 
8. Apply one of five different data windows to any 
waveform. 
9. Perform polar to rectangular and rectangular to polar 
conversions on a complex waveform. 
10. Fold a waveform about the central point. 
11. Convolve two real waveforms. 
12. Set parts of any work area equal to a constant value. 
13. Normalise any waveform. 
14. Apply sine and arcsine transforms to any waveform. 
15. Shift a waveform cyclically. 
16. Equate various elements of any work area. 
17. Examine and change individual data values 6f each 
work area. 
18. Perform step by ~tep deconvolution of two complex 
waveforms using the division of the Fourier transforms. 
19. List all data values in any work area on the visual 
display unit (vdu) sct'een. 
20. Print data values on the line printer. 
21~ Plot the data values of any work area on the vdu 
screen using a character graph. 
22. Plot the data values of any work area using the 
Calcomp plotter. 
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23. Add white noise of variable standard deviation and 
amplitude to any waveform. 
24. Perform most arithmetic operations on any work area. 
25. Perform arithmetic operations with the work areas 
as variables. 
26~ Compute the sum of all the elements in any work area. 
27. Correlate two waveforms . 
28. List all the commands available. 
3.3.3 Description 
The basic method of operation is to enter correlation 
functions obtained either from a computer simulation 
or experimentally via the terminal keyboard. Operations 
from those listed above may then be applied to the wave-
forms to obtain some idea of the usefulness of the pro-
posed analysis techniques. The main program, the 
various subroutines and some description are given in 
Appendix 3. Many of the techniques used have been 
described in Chapter 2. 
3.3.4 Results 
Almost all the subsections of this program are used to 
produce many of the results given in Chapter 4. Examples 
of typical Fourier transforms, inverse Fourier transforms, 
the data windows, the convolution and deconvolution of 
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two functions, data listing and the noise function are 
given in Appendix 3. 
3.3.5 Conclusion 
This package is a very powerful tool for the application 
of online waveform analysis and the testing of signal 
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processing techniques. It should not be too great a task 
to modify or add to the package any particular function 
seen to be useful. 
3.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter has dealt with the proposed computer simu-
lation of the flow mechanism and the flow signal 
generation with a description of the model used. The 
problems which the computer simulation raises are dis-
cussed along with the results. Due to the simulation 
failure, an experimental flow rig has been developed 
and sample measurements of the various parameters given. 
The analysis of the measured parameters has been made 
possible by the development of a waveform analysis . 
package described briefly here. The deta i led working 
is given in Appendix 3 and the fundamental theory in 
Chapter 2. Analysis of the parameters measured. and 
some discussion of further investigation into the 
deconvolution method forms the following chapter. 
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D E C 0 N V 0 LU T I 0 N 
The results of the deconvolution of simulated auto-
correlation and crosscorrelation functions and those 
measured from the experimental flow rig are examine~ in 
,, this Chapter. Some discussion as to the success or 
failure of the method in each case is presented at the 
end of the Chapter. 
4.1 DECONVOLUTION OF ARBITRARY AUTOCORRELATION AND 
CROSSCORRELATION FUNCTIONS 
Prior to the development of the simulation and the 
analysis programs (SIMULA and WAVEPACK), the deconvolution 
of two arbitrary autocorrelation and crosscorrelation func-
tions was carried out. These two functions as well as 
the resulting transit time distribution are shown in 
Figure 4.1.. 
Given a system with its input signal x(t), output signal 
y(t) and impulse response g(t), the system output is 
related to the input by the convolution of the input and 
the system impulse response. It can be shown (refer 
to Appendix 4) that if the input signal x(t) is replaced 
by the autocorrelation of the input, namely ~xx• and 
y(t) is replaced by the crosscorrelation of the input and 
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output signals, namely 0 , then these correlation xy 
·functions may be used instead of x(t) and y(t) in the 
convolution relation which still holds. 
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Considering now the system with its input the autocorre-
lation function (ACF), output the crosscorrelation function 
(CCF) and the transit time distribution (TTD) as its 
impulse response, the effect of the TTD is to smear the 
CCF. The deconvolution allows one to evaluate this 
smearing function, the transit time distribution. The 
results shown in Figure 4.1, although somewhat qualita-
tive, look promising. 
4.2 DECONVOLUTION OF AUTOCORRELATION AND CROSSCORRELATION 
FUNCTIONS OBTAINED FROM THE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF 
THE FLOW 
The autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions 
shown in Figure 4.2 were calculated from flow signals 
I 
simulated using the stepped velocity profile shown in 
Figure 4.2e. The correlation functions have been 
averaged over 100 samples. The CCF is expected to 
exhibit two peaks corresponding to the two velocities 
present in the velocity profile. The noise due to the 
finite averaging time is clearly evident if one examines 
the CCF. The transit time distribution obtained by 
the deconvolution of the ACF and CCF is shown as well 
as the velocity distribution obtained by applying 
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equation 1.5. Insufficient averaging time gives rise 
·to the irregular shape of the deconvolved transit time 
distribution. 
Results using flat and stepped velocity profiles and the 
subsequent deconvolutions are given in Appendix 5. 
4.3 DECONVOLUTION OF THE AUTOCORRELATION AND CROSSCORRELATION 
FUNCTIONS MEASURED FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL FLOW RIG 
The ACF and CCF measured from the flow rig are given 
in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b. The calculated transit time 
and velocity distributions are given in Figu~es 4.3~ 
and 4.3d. There is very little similarity between the 
calculated and expected transit time distributions. 
Examining the Fourier transforms of the ACF and CCF at 
two frequencies, the numerical values of the Fourier transform 
of the ACF are very much smaller (approximately 2000 times) 
than the corresponding values of the Fourier transform 
of the CCF. Consequently, when dividing these two 
transforms, the resulting function has two sharp peaks 
at these frequencies. When inverse transforming these 
peaks give rise to the periodic component displayed by 
the TTD. Various methods of filtering were tried to 
remove these transmission zeros, but with no success. 
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4.4 A FURTHER DECONVOLUTION EXPERIMENT r 
In order to gain further understanding of the 
deconvolution process, it was decided to experiment 
with a simplifi~d model of the flow system. This 
51 
model, shown schematically in Figure 4.4, has a system 
impulse response or transit time distribution consisting 
of two d e 1 a y e d u n i t i m p u 1 s e s . These conditions are 
identical to those produced by pipe or channel flow in 
the presence of a stepped velocity profile. The aim 
of this experiment is to deconvolve the autocorrelation 
and crosscorrelation functions calculated from these 
"flow·signals" in an effort to arrive at the known 
transit time distribution. 
A random noise generator was used as the upstream flow 
signal and the downstream flow signal was produced using 
a tapped analogue delay line as the flow process. The 
down~tream flow signal was actually produced by using 
the upstream flow signal as an input to the delay li~e 
and summing the output from two different taps along 
the delay line. 
The ACF and CCF (shown in Figure 4.5) were measured 
. 
using the correlator in full mode so that the application 
of the sine transform was not necessary. The deconvolved 
TTD shown in Figure 4.6 also exhibits the periodicity 
resulting from noise present in the crosscorrelation function. 
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4.5 AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE EFFECTS ON THE 
DECONVOLUTION RESULT~ 
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Given the linear system with input x(t), output y(t) and 
impulse response g(t), then we may write, as before: 
00 
y(t) = r J g ( t-1 ) x ( 1 ) d-r 
-00 
Using the Fourier transform.domain to simplify the 
analysis, we can show that: 
G(w) = X(w) 
y ( w) . 
Now, when dealing with deterministic and noise-free 
functions the above relations describe the deconvolution 
process very well. Inevitably the waveforms of interest 
have some added noise and these expressions,must be 
amended to reflect this. Basically, the expression 
relating the input and ouput in the above equation must 
be modified: 
00 
y(t) = Jg(t -i: ).x(i: )d:r + n(t) • . • 4 . 1 
-oo 
so that: 
G(w) = y ( w) N(w) . • . 4. 2 
X(w) X(w) 
It can be seen from the above equations.that if X(w 1) 
is very small, the effect of the noise term on the 
deconvolution result may be very large if Y(w 1) is also 
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smal 1. In fact, if one considers the noise level to 
be constant then when the value of Y(wi). is small, the 
effect of the noise on the deconvolution result~becomes 
more prominent than the desired signal. 
This deconvolution problem has been tackled in other 
areas such as astronomy where the effects of the tele-
scope transfer function are removed from the observed 
signals. A fundamental difference between the 
deconvolution of the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions and the deconvolution of waveforms observed in 
astronomy is that the telescope transfer function is well 
defined, usually a smooth function which can be repre-
sented analytically and in most cases has no transmission 
·zeros. If one equates the function X(w) as discussed 
previously with this telescope transfer function, we 
see that equation 4.2 converges for all X(wi) non zero. 
But if one allows X(wi) to tend towards zero for some 
Wi, then equation 4.2 may diverge. The results given 
earlier in this section display these divergent properties. 
Deconvolution of two waveforms with an increasing amount 
of noise added to the output y(t) was carried out. 
The results given in Appendix 6 show that the deconvolution 
result is very sensitive to small amounts of added noise. 
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4.6 SUMMARY 
The deconvolution program has been used to analyse 
simulated and experimentally measured correlation func-
tions. The best deconvolution results have been those 
calculated from the simulated correlation functions. 
Successive deconvolution of two functions with increasing 
amounts of added noise have shown that this deconvolution 
technique yields very poor results when applied to real 
waveforms in the presence of noise. The application 
of simple mathematics has substantiated the sensitivity 
of the deconvolution result to noise inherent in the 
waveforms of interest. 
It therefore appears that straightforward deconvolution 
has limited application and when deconvolving noisy 
waveforms, some process which uses an averaging technique 
to reduce the noise effects is desirable. One such 
technique known as Bayesian deconvolution is discussed 
in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 55 
BAYESIAN DECONVOLUTION 
5.1 -INTRODUCTION 
Investigation into other deconvolution techniques arising 
due to the failure of the method discussed in Chapters 
Two and Four has yielded the idea of Bayesian deconvolu-
ti on. A brief treatment is given here with some 
preliminary results which are shown to be very promising. 
Richardson, in Reference 5.1, has developed the idea of 
applying probability theory to the restoration of noisy, 
degraded spectra as found in spectroscopy: Using 
Bayes' theorem (Reference 5.2), Richardson has formulated 
an expression for the iterative estimation of an original 
image given the degraded image and the point spread 
function of the measuring system. Using matrix notation 
the iterative estimation may be described by: 
T.(n+l) = T.(n).ft: 
1 1 ~k 
Rk . Mk } 
t: ~1 . r.<n) 
j k,J J 
. . . 5. 1 
where R is the response matrix, M the measured spectrum, 
T the true' spectrum and n the iteration index. 
Kennet et al. in Reference 5.3 have applied Bayesian 
deconvolution to photoneutron, x-ray and optical 
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spectroscopy amongst others. It appears that this 
method of deconvolution may readily be applied to the 
calculation of the transit time distribution by deconvolu-
tion of the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions 
as found in crosscorrelation flowmetering. 
The parameters of equation 5.1 need to be changed to 
suit this slightly different application. Assuming 
y to be the system output vector, g the impulse response 
vector and x the input vector, we may re rite equation 
5.1 thus: 
g.(n+l) 
1 
... g. (n) + 
1 g . ( n) J 
Assuming s and p to be working vectors, the implementa-
ti on of this expression as used by Kennet et a 1. may 
be described by the following five steps: 
i. g = y 
ii. p = X*g 
iii. s = Y/P 
iv. p = x $ s 
v. g = g.p 
Where * and m denote the convolution and correlation 
operations respectively. The above algor.ithm is easier 
to implement using the speed and convenience of the 
fast Fourier transform. Using upper case letters for 
the respective Fourier transforms and representing the 
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Figure 5.1 The deconvolution oLa smeared step function and 
and a Gaussian function. Figure a shows the original 
step function, figure g the smeared step function 
and figures f to b the estimates after 2, 8, 32, 128 
and 512 iterations respectively. 
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transformation operation via the Fourier transforms by 
an arrow, this algorithm may be rewritten: 
i. g = x 
ii. x + x 
iii. g + G 
iv. p = X.G 
v. p -+ p 
vi. s = y/p 
vii. s -+ s 
vi i i . p = X.S* 
ix. p + p 
x. g = g.p ~ t 
The accuraty of the estimate of g improves as the number 
of iterations increases. 
5.2 IMPLEMENTATION 
The five step algorithm given above was incorporated 
as another, single instruction of the WAVEPACK program. 
The actucil code required is ohly about twenty lines. 
The more efficient, ten step algorithm would be suited 
to a microprocessor implementation of this deconvolution 
technique. 
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d e f g h 
Figure 5.2 The deconvolution of the measured ACF and CCF from the 
experimental flow rig. The measured ACF and CCF are shown 
in a and b respectively, the transit time distribution 
obtained from the velocity profile measurement is given In 
figure c above. The convergence of the deconvolution is 
shown in d to i where the number of iterations is 0, 10, 
50, 100, 150 and 200 respectively. 
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5.3 RESULTS 
In order to validate the code written, similar tests 
to those carried out in Reference 5.2 were undertaken. 
58 
A Gaussian function was convolved with the stepped func-
tion (given in Figure 5.1a) to produce a smeared step 
function (shown in Figure 5.lg). The deconvolution 
of this smeared step and the Gaussian functions was then 
carried out with an increasing number of iterations. 
The results are given in Figure 5.1 and they resemble 
very closely those obtained by Kennet et al. 
The following step is obviously to apply this deconvolution 
technique to the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions measured experimentally and to compare the 
result with the measured transit time distribution. 
This· has been done and the results are shown in Figure 
5.2. The deconvolution produces a good approximation. 
of the transit time distribution which improves as the 
number of iterations is increased. The variance between 
the measured and calculated transit time distributions 
falls fairly rapidly as the number of iterations is 
increased. This is shown in Figure 5.3. 
5.4 CONCLUSION 
The Bayesian deconvolution algorithm has been success-
fuJ ly applied to the deconvolution of a smeared step 
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Figure 5.3 The variance between the measured and the calculated 
transit time distribution as a function of the number 
of iterations. 
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function and subsequently to the deconvolution of the 
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions as 
measured from the experimental flow rig described in 
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Section 3.2. It remains now to propose possible imple-
mentations of this algorithm and to put forward further 
research ideas. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The aim of this project has ·been to investigate a 
technique to improve the range of operation and the 
accuracy of the crosscorrelation flowmeter. Efforts 
have been directed towards the calculation of the 
velocity distribution using signal processing techniques 
to analyse the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions. Errors introduced by the variatioh of the 
6 1 
velocity profile in the flow being measured may be 
eliminated if the velocity distribution can be :calculated 
from the flowmeter outputs. 
Initially it was hoped to simulate the flow mechanism 
and the flow signal generation so that different 
correlation functions in the presence of varicus velocity 
profiles may be obtained. The simulation of the flow 
using a computer model appeared very convenient because 
the ease with which the different parameters may be 
varied. Two programs were envisaged, a simulation 
program in which a particular flow would be simulated 
followed by an analysis program to operate on the 
simulated flow signals in order to arrive back at the 
velocity distribution of the flow system. 
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For accurate simulation of the flow, the computer pro-
gram was found to require excessive and impracticable 
( 
amounts of computer time despite the various attempts 
at optimising the code. This led to the construction 
of a test rig so that the correlation functions and the 
prevailing velocity profile could be measured. These 
measured functions were then analysed as before. The 
flow rig proved to be very useful and the measurement 
of the velocity profile by crossed-beam correlation 
yielded a good result. 
The analysis package was developed so that the decon-
voJution of the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions could be carried out. Many digital signal 
processing functions have been incorporated into this 
package. The deconvolution of simulated and experi-
mentally measured correlation functions was carried 
out using the method of the division of the Fourier 
transforms. This technique has proved to be very sen-
sitive to noise and the transit time distributions thus 
calculated bear no resemblance to the expected transit 
time distributions. 
Experiments using a tapped delay line were carried out 
and the results have shown the noise present in the 
correlation functions to give rise to transmission 
zeros. A theoretical analysis has substantiated 
this explanation of these divergent results. 
62 
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The failure of this direct method of deconvolution has 
. led to a brief investigation into Bayesian deconvolution. 
The deconv9lution of a stepped function and a Gaussian 
was carried out successfully using this algorithm. 
The deconvolution of the correlation functions measured 
·experimentally agree well with the transit time distribution 
measured from the flow rig. The variance of the 
estimate is seen to reduce to 2% of the transit time 
distribution when calculated over 200 iterations. 
Implementation of this Bayesian deconvolution was achieved 
by adding it as a function carried out by the waveform 
analysis package. 
The results given in this work detail only the investi-
gation of a suitable alg rithm which can be used to 
deconvolve the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions. No work has yet been carried out to imple-
ment this deconvolution as part of a crosscorrelation 
f lowmeter. 
6.2 FURTHER WORK 
When using the crosscorrelation flowmeter, inaccuracies 
are introduced due to the presence of a curved velocity 
profile in the flow being measured. The effect of 
the velocity profile is to make the crosscorrelation 
function asymmetrical. If the requirement is to 
measure the mean transit time of the flow, then the 
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simplest strategy is to compute the transit time distri-
I 
- ·bution using for example Bayesian deconvolution and 
then to calculate from this the average transit time .. 
The average velocity may then be .calculated from the 
average transit time. One can envisage a modern 
generation, sixteen bit microprocessor sampling the 
two flow signals, calculating their autocorr~lation 
and crosscorrelation functions, then applying Bayesian 
deconvolution to calculate the transit time distribution 
64 
and from this computing the mean transit time and hence the-
average velocity. The calculation of the correlation 
functions and the implementation of the Bayesian deconvolu-
tion algorithm would require the implementation of a 
fast Fourier transform using a microprocessor. This 
has already been shown to be realistic even though a 
dedicated unit may be required. 
The correlation functions calculated using a polarity 
correlator are related to the direct corralation function 
by the Van Vleck equation, that is: 
R . ( 1T R ) D = sin -r p 
where R0 is the normalised, direct correlation function 
and RP the polarity correlation function~ Jordan 
(Reference 6.1) suggests a method for simplifying the 
calculation of the discrete Fourier transform of a 
correlation function found using a polarity correlator. 
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FLO\~., 
DIRECTION ... 
Figure 6.1 Movement of particles in a channel of width d 
through the beam quantized i~to W smal le~ beams. 
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He uses the above equation to reduce the calculation 
of the discrete Fourier transform to trigonometric 
and addition functions in much the same way as the 
fast Fourier transform is developed. This idea may 
65 
be applied to the calculation of the transit time distri-
bution via the Bayesian deconvolution algorithm. 
Further research may be aimed at the actual realisation 
of this crosscorrelation flowmeter which incorporates 
all the above innovations. 
Rametti (in Reference 6.2) has proposed the notipn of 
identifying the flow system ~sing only a single measur-
ing station. If one considers this single transducer 
to produce an interrogating beam which is wider than 
the largest particle in the flow, then the process of 
the flow signal generation may be modelled as the 
measurement of the flow particles through a quantized 
beam. This is shown schematically in Figure 6.1 
where there are W smaller beams. This proposal assumes 
a rectangular beam cross-section although this is not 
necessary. The approach adopted here is similar to 
the operation of the parallel-slit image velocity 
sensor as discussed in Reference 6.3. 
Consider now a fluid element representing a fraction 
b. bf the pipe total cross-sectional area, which proves 
1 
at a velocity Vi (as shown in Figure 6.2). This will 
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quantized velocity profile 
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Fi g'u re 6. 2 Cross-sect i ona I view th rough pipe showing 
the quantized velocity profile. 
xm ____ ___, 
SYSTEM ..__~..__- y(t) 
Figure 6.3 Identification of the system by model ling 
the system parameters. 
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cause a given disturbance in the ith transducer beam 
after a delay of Ti samplin~ intervals. The transport 
mechanism may be expressed mathematically as: 
= B (Z - l ) U ( k ) 
Well accepted methods for computing B(Z- 1) are outlined 
in Reference 6.4 although in this case the flow system 
is of simpler form than those in the reference. In 
general terms the system to be identified is modelled 
and an error function formed from the calculated and 
the measured system output~ is minimised by suitable 
variation of the model parameters (see Figure 6.3). 
The system identification program developed by Mr. L.B. 
Rametti was run successfully with flow signals simulated 
with a flat velocity profile as the system inputs and 
outputs. This program optimises the model parameters 
using a least squares error minimisation algorithm. 
Unfortunately, major changes are required to the exist-
ing software to cater for the unusually long delays 
which characterise the flow system. 
This system identification approach should be investigated 
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to determine the feasibility of applying this least 
squares error minimisation to an on-line flow system 
identification scheme. 
6.3 CONCLUSIONS 
It has been the aim of this work to investigate a 
67 
method for calculating, from the outputs of a cross~ 
correlation flowmeter, the velocity distribution in the 
flow being measured. The need to measure the velocity 
distribution arises from the efforts to increase the 
accuracy and range of the crosscorrelation flowmeter. 
Measurement of the flow velocity in the presence of com-
plex velocity profiles gives rise to error in the 
estimation of the flow transit time. The approach 
adopted here has been to consider the flow and trans-
ducer as a system with the flow signals as inputs and 
outputs and to then identify this system to obtain the 
transit time distribution. 
Several deconvolution methods have been outlined in 
Chapter 2 and one of these examined in detail. Due to 
the extreme sensitivity of this first approach to noise, 
a second deconvolution method has been examined. The 
results of this later investigation appear to over-
shadow the work done in applying the simpler deconvolution 
method. Experiments have shown that the presence of 
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additive noise led to the failure of this otherwise 
satisfactory d~convolution algorithm. Valuable experience 
in the application and theory of digital signal processing 
has been gained and this work is felt to have been worth-
while. This alternative method of Bayesian deconvolution 
has been briefly examined with good results which show 
this technique to be directly applicable to the calcu-
lation of the transit time distribution. 
Some of the groundwork for the application of digital 
signal processing techniques to crosscorrelation flow-
metering has been carried out. The techniques discussed 
here have definite application to the improvement of 
range and accuracy of the existing flowmeter. The 
implementation of these methods to the measurement of 
the mean flow velocity in the presence of complex 
velocity profiles has still to be carried out. 
It is hoped that the work pre~ented here will provide 
a contribution to the field of crosscorrelation flow-
metering and electrical engineering in general. 
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A SIGNAL PROCESSING MICROPROCESSOR 
It is intended to develop a microprocessor based, 
crosscorrelation flowmeter at some later stage incor-
porating into it a correction for the velocity profile 
in the flow being measured. This microprocessor 
system was developed as a building block for the flow-
meter. 
Basically it consists of five parts, a standard Intel 
SDK85, extended RAM and EPROM facilities, two analogue 
to digital converters (ADCs), an interrupt clock and 
a display unit. The reason for the two ADCs was to 
make it possible to use the microprocessor system to 
perform the correlation of the flow signals. 
The SDK85 is well known and needs no explanation. 
The two analogue to digital converters are 8 bit, 
bus compatible ADC0804s. These have a maximum conver-
sion time of 100 psecs which is fairly slow by normal 
standards but adequate for this application. The ADCs 
are memory mapped and to start conversion the desired 
ADC is written to. At the end of conversion the 
corresponding bit of PORT 1 of the SDK85 is set low. 
The ADC is reset when the 8 bit value is read from 
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it. ADC 1 is addressed at 9800 to 9FFF and ADC2 at 
AOOO to A7FF. 
The interrupt clock operation is very simple; a 12 bit 
counter which has one of its outputs switch selectable. 
The selected counter output is then used to clock a 
1 1 1 into a D type flip flop whose output is connected 
to the RST6.5 interrupt line of the SDK85. It is 
necessary to use the flip flop because the RST6.5 interrupt 
is level sensitive. It is. necessary to clear the flip 
flop having completed the RST6.5 interrupt service 
routine, which is done by sending a 1 0 1 to bit 5 of 
PORT 1. 
The display section allows lK of memory to be displayed 
on an oscilloscope screen independently of the central 
processing unit. The display RAM is memory mapped but 
may only be written to or read from when it has been 
selected· by the CPU. To select the display RAM bit 4 
of PORT 1 is set to a 1 1 1 • This has the effect of 
blanking the display, using the oscilloscopes Z-mod 
input, and switching the address and data lines of the 
CPU to the display RAM. When deselected, i.e. bit 4 
of PORT 1 is set to '0 1 , each location of the display 
RAM is addressed sequentially using a counter. The 
data contained in these memory locations is then con-
verted to an analogue voltage using a digital to analogue 
converter (DAC). Originally it was intended to use 
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the oscilloscope in the X-Y mode, thus a voltage ramp 
is provided by another DAC which simply uses the RAM 
address lines as its input. It has proved to be 
72 
less problematic to use the ramp,as an external trigger 
so the DAC which generates this ramp is not really 
needed, a single pulse would be sufficient to trigger 
the timebase. 
This display RAM is addressed from ABOO to AFFF (with 
a lKfoldback). The oscilloscope trace is bl~nked while 
the RAM address is changing. This is done using a 
monostable which is triggered by the lowest orde~ address 
line which modulates the Z-mod input to the oscilloscope 
(shown in Figure Al.4). 
' Examples of a sampled waveform, its Fourier transform and 
inverse Fourier t ansform is shown in Figure Al.5. 
These are taken from the work done by Weeks in Reference 
2.12. 
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.Figure Al .5a Sampled portion of a sine-wave. 
Figure Al.5b fFT magnitude function showing leakage 
due to the sharp discontinuity of the 
data. 
77 
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APPENDIX 2 78 
SIMULA V2.0 
Th~s program is designed to simulate multiphase fluid 
flow in a pipe ,and generate flow signals. The program 
outputs are the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions of the upstream and downstream signals. 
The code is well documented and fairly self-explanatory. 
Various parameters which are of interest are: NPTS 
which specifies the number of data points desired in 
the calculation of the autocorrelation and crosscorre-
lation functions; LENGTH and WIDTH which determine the 
desired pipe length and width; AVLNGT specifies the 
transducer beamwidth and ACFILE and CCFILE set up the 
desired output file numbers. 
The program inputs are (i) the number of times the 
autocorrelation and crdsscorrelation functions are to 
be averaged, and {ii) the desire~ velocity profile 
consisting of integers between zero and nine. A 
typical runstream and the subsequent· program printout is 
shown overleaf. 
In this example SIMULA writes the autocorrelation and 
crosscorrelation functions to the data files ACF100-V2 
and CCF100-V2 respectively. The program prints out 
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@RUN CAN1 9 A0510-R115/MD101699T,DOVEMD,10r~O 
@ASG,A ACF100-V2. 
@ASG,A CCF100-V2. 
@USE 11.,ACF100-V2. 
@USE 12.~CCF100-V2. 
@ASG~A Pl~:OJECT. 
€XQT PROJECT.SIMULA · 
100 
@FIN 
SIMULA V2.0 
PIPE LENGTH = . 50 
17 /02/81 
PIPE WIDTH ::: 20 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES = 64 AVERAGING WIDTH = 10 
NUMBER OF RECORDS AVERAGED = 100 
VELOCITY PROFILE USED IS 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 2 
79 
) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ACF NORMALIZING FACTOR = 7.7483 CCF NORMALIZING FACTOR ::: . 5.1628 
Figure A2.I The runstream and corresponding program output. 
the parameters used and the normalising factors, as is 
seen here. Subsequent processing, plotting or print-
ing is done using the WAVEPACK program which is detailed 
in the following Appendix. Further examples are given 
in Chapter 4 and Appendix 5, where the simulated corre~ 
lation functions are analysed. 
The autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions 
resulting from this runstream are given in Figure A2.2. 
2 
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Autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functLons found 
from the simulated flow signals ~omputed using more 
complex velocity profiles are shown in Figures A2.3, 
A2.4 and A2.5. All these correlation functions have 
been computed by averaging over 100 flow signal samples. 
Figure A2.5a The stepped velocity profile. 
>-
x ~ 
80 
.(;Q IS. "15 
Df.UlY 
liCFI:!O-STEP 
63-00 
~ ·-1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j 
' .oo 1s . ..,s ;1.so t?.<:!; i;.1.0~ 
Oft.RY 
CCF 100-STEP 
Figure A2.5b The autocorrelation 
function. 
Figure A2.5c The crosscorrelation 
. 
function. 
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., 
c .. TITLE Sltll.!LA 
c 
c 
c [1ESCRIPTION 
c 
c 
c 
c 
This prograM is desi·~llE!d to siMulci!.e Multiphase fluid flow iu ;1 pipe 
ilnd to 9en~r;,le i'Jo\I s19n;:1ls. The ~·ro•.3n1n outputs <ire the auto ;:n1d 
crosicorrel~tion functions of tt~ upstreaM and downstreaM signals. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALLS RANDN 
CODE 
Definition of v<1ri;:1bles to be used. 
===============================~===== 
ltlPLICIT COMf'LEX <A - Z> 
PARAMETER Nf' l S = 64 
PARAMETER LENGTH = 50, UIDTH = 20 
PARAMETER AVLNGT 10 
PARAMElER ACFILE = 11, CCFILE = 12 
REAL Uf'SIG<O:NPTS-1 l, DWNSIG<O:NPTS-1), ACF<O:NPTS-1) 
REAL CCF<O:NPTS-ll 
REAL ~ATAll:WlDTH, l:LENGTHI, RNDAEY(l:WIDTHl, TMPRND<ll 
REAL MAXACF, HAXCCF, NOSUMS 
INTEG!:R TEH', INDEX, NOAVE, WHERE, SHIFT 
INTEGER I, J, K, L 
INTEGER VFROF! 1 :WIDTH> 
C Printing he<:1di n·.3. 
c ===========,======== 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 100 
C Re<idi n·~ the nu~ber of reco1·ds the <1r.f and ttie ccf are to be 
C averased over and the desired velocity profile. 
c === ======== ========= =================='= = :==================== 
c 
READ *• NOA')E 
READ*• ( VPROFCIJ, 1=1,WIDTH l 
c 
c 
C Printing out the selected par<1Meters. 
c :===========:~========================= 
c 
PRINT 20, UNGTH, l,JIItTH, NPTS, AVLNGT 
20 FORHAT<///,3X,···npE LENGTH = , ,I3,5X,··prf'E WI[ITH = , ,I3,3X, 
& //,3X,'NUi"if!ER OF SAMF'LES = '" 14,5X,'AVEF:1'1GING WIDTH 
& 13> 
FRINT 30, NO~VE.<VPROFCI>, I = 1 ,WIDTH> 
30 FORliAT!//,3X>NUMf'c:R OF F:ECOR[IS A'·.'l:::Rr'iG[D = ',14,ll,3X, 
c 
c 
c 
& 'VELOCITY f'o:OFILE USED IS : ',l/,3X,20!2X,T21 ) 
C Inili<i~izing variables. 
c ==================:====== 
c 
c 
c 
TMf"RNDCl> = 314159 
RNDAEYC1l = 236097 
NOSUMS = FLOAl I AVLNGT * WIDTH > 
C Initializing fluid ele~errts in the p1pe. 
c ============~============================= 
c 
c 
c 
lJO 1000 I =·1,LENGrH 
RNMRYl1 J = RNl!AF:Y<1) * 100000000. 
CALL F:Afi[1~H F:Hi1',RY, WIDTH, O., .3 
DO 1010 J ~ 1,UIDIH 
DATACJ,Il = RNOARY<Jl 
1010 CONTINUE 
c 
1 000 CONTI NIJE 
c 
, 
, 
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c 
C Cot1putin'.~ tt;ie flow si'3n<1ls, ACF ~nd CCF for each record. 
c ~====:=~==~=~==~&==~==:.::===:~:;;=~=~~;~~~==~~~==:===~~~~===; 
c 
c 
c 
DO 2000 I= 1,NOAVE 
C Repeat the follo1Jin·3 section for to><ich s<1t1~·le of the flo•~ si•3nals. 
C =::;.:: =:::::: = =:: =::::: ====.;===.:;;::::.:;:.,.=:;:;;::;.::;;.:a:;::.=:::.:=.:~==:. :::.;.:::.:-::~:::.:::c;:;;::;;:::::=:::=== =-:===:.::::;::;: 
c 
c 
c 
DO 3000 INDl:X = 0 ,NPTS-1 
C lt1plet1entin·3 velocity profile effects for e<1ch S<1nple. 
C ~ = = = = = = = = = = = = ======= ========= =======o=: ===='-'============ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3120 
c 
c 
c 
3110 
c 
c 
DO 3100 J = 1,IJIDTH 
TEHP = VPROF<J> 
IF ( TEMP .NE. 0 THEN 
110 3110 K = 1,TEMP 
DO 3120 L = LENGTH,2,-1 
DATA(J,L) = DATA<J,L-1) 
CONTINUE 
TMF'RND< 1> = TMl'F:ND< 1l * 100000•'.)0•:>. 
CALL RANDNI TMPRND, 1, O., 0.5 l 
DATA(J,1) = lMPRND<ll 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
3100 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C Calculatin'3 the flow si·3m;1l saMples. 
c ===================================== 
c 
c 
3210 
c 
3200 
c 
c 
c 
DO 3200 J = 1,AVLNGT 
UHERE LENGTH - AVLNGT + J 
l!O 3?10 f: = 1, IJTIITH 
UPSIG<INDEl'.l = Uf'SIG(Jill•EXl + DATAIK,Jl 
DUNSIG<IHDEXl = DUNSIG<INDEXl + DAlACK,IJHEREl 
CONTIIWE 
CONTINUE 
Nornalizin9 the flow si9nals. 
c ="'============='-'=============== 
c 
c 
c 
UF'SIGllNIIEX> = UF'SIGCil<DEXl I NOSIJMS 
ItWNSIG<INDEXl = lt1JNSIGCINDEX> I NOSIJMS 
3000 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
C Calculatin~~ the ACF <:ind the CCF frc11 the flow si•3nals. 
c = === = = = =" = = === ===========,,=====,.,=================="=~=== 
c 
c 
00 4000 J = 0,NPTS-1 
110 4010 K = O,Nf'TS-1 
SfllFT = MOft( J+K,NPTSl 
ACF<Jl ACF<J> + IJPSIG<IO *· UPSIG< SHIFT l 
CCFIJl = CCF<JJ + UPSIGIKl * DWNSIG! SHIFT l 
4010 CONTINUE. 
c 
4000 CONTI HU£ 
c 
c 
DO 10 J = O.NF'TS-1 
Uf'SIG<Jl=O. 
f!WNSIG<Jl=O. 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
:moo CONTI NLIE 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
C Norn<:1lizin'J the oiver;1•3ed ACF <ind CCF. 
c "" = = = = = == ========= = ==~"====== =====·==== 
c 
.c 
MAXl\CF 
11AXCCF 
ABS( l\CF<Ol 
ABS< CCF(Ol 
DO 5000 I = 1,NPTS-1 
IF ( l\BSC ACFCil l .GT. MAXACF 
IF ( ABS< CCFCll I .GT. MAXCCF 
5000 CONllNUE 
MAXACF =ABS< ACFCII 
MAXCCF =ABS< CCF<I> 
c 
DO ~000 I = O,NPTS-1 
ACF CI I ACF Cl I I MAXACF 
CCF(ll = CCFCI> I MAXCCF 
6000 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C Printin·3 the val~1es of ACFMAX <ind CCFMAX. 
c =========================================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 300, ~AXACF, MAXCCF 
C lJritin3 the ACF <ind CCF •j<ii<1 to a perM<1nent file. 
c =================================================== 
c 
7000 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO 7000 
URITE 
I/RITE 
COHTHIUE 
STOP 
= O,NPTS-1,8 
( ACFILE, 200 l 
( CCFILE, 200 l 
C Forn<it statenents. 
c ==========~======== 
c 
ACF(l+Jl, J = 0 0 7 
CCF<I+Jl, J = 0,7 
100 FORMAT 1H1, Ill, 3X, 'SIMULA 
c 
V2.0 
200 FORMl\1 8C3X,F12.6l l 
c 
17/02/81 ') 
300 FOF:ftl\l Cl/,3X, ··ACF NOF:11ALIZING FACTOR = ',F12.4,5X, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
& 'CCf Not:MALIZING FACTOR '" ',F12.4,//ll 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
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APPENDIX 3 
WAVEPACK 
A3.l INTRODUCTION 
This program has been designed to function as an inter-· 
active waveform analysis package. It is intended to 
be used as a tool to simplify the implementation of 
signal processing techniques to various practical 
problems. Motivation for the development of the pro-
gram has been to aid the work done to deconvolve two 
waveforms using Fourier transform techniques. . The 
software has been written in Ascii Fortran level 8Rl 
and implemented. on a Univac 1106 multiprocessor, time-
sharing system. 
A3.2 SPECIFICATIONS 
The program functions almost as a powerful pocket cal-
culator with fairly complex operations on large quantities 
of data. Four work areas WAI, WA2, WA3 and WA4 are 
available to the user as scratchpad type memory. It is 
on these work areas that all the commands are carried 
out. To execute a command the user types in from the 
terminal, the command name followed by the various 
parameters required. One may consider each work area 
to be an array which contains a sampled waveform. 
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For example, these work areas may be used to plot 
graphs of data, convolve or deconvolve two waveforms. 
Many other functions which are available are described 
in detail below. The baste theory behind each of the 
signal processing commands is covered in Chapter 2 of 
the main text. 
A3.3 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
WAVEPACK calls several useful subroutines which are 
· also listed here. They are: 
1. FFT a subroutine which implements the fast Fourier 
transform. 
2. INVFFT computes the inverse fa~ Fourier transform. 
3. LINFLD allows the program to have flexible command 
formats. 
4. GRAPHW and GRAPHV generate a character plot of the 
data in any work area. · 
5. PRINT lists the data in any work area. 
6. WINDOW applies various data windows to any work area. 
7. SLICIT operates as an interface for the Calcomp 
plotter so that accurate plots of the data in any 
work area may be generated. 
85 
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8. NEWPAG and PAGNAM are subroutines required to 
interface to the Graphics· Display Package and 
are system library commands (hence not listed 
here). 
Specification of the number of data €lements in the 
'work areas or the number of temporary storage areas 
are declared in the code as parameters. These may 
86 
be changed by the user if the need arises by simply 
changing the source code~ recompiling and collecting. 
In the listing given here the number of data is 64 
points per work area. -The parameters are: 
1. Mand NPTS, where NPTS specifies the number of 
data elements required for each work area and M 
is simply found from the relation NPTS = 2M. 
2. NFLDS specifies the maximum number of input fields 
required for the WAVEPACK commands. Commas 
separate each field in a line entered by the user. 
If modifications are made an~ commands added which 
require more than 5 fields then this parameter 
should be changed accordingly. 
3. CLNGTH is a parameter which specifies the maximum 
number of characters in any commacnd. 
4. FLNGTH specifies the maximum number of characters 
in each field. 
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5. NSTORS specifies the number of temporary storage 
areas available (see Figure A3.l). 
87 
6. NWAREA specifies the number of work areas available. 
Changes to to source code will, however, be required 
if the functions available are to be implemented using 
more than four work areas. 
7. PFILE specifies the device number which will refer 
to the printfile. 
The program allows the user to set up labels for each 
temporary storage area and each work area. These 
labels may then be listed so that each storage area 
can be easily identified. The labels which are printed 
for the graphs and data listings may have a maximum 
length of 12 characters. 
A3.4 THE WAVEPACK COMMANDS 
Notation: 
xxx = WA 1 , WA2, WA3 or WA4 
A = an integer 0 ~ A 
' 
NPTS - 1 
B = an integer A ~ B 
' 
NPTS 
-
1 
N = an integer the value of which depends 
upon the particular command. 
C,STDEV,AMPL 
SEED = any real number 
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The Commands: 
1. a. HELP 
·b. HELP,ALL 
c. HELP,A 
2. SAVE,N,XXX 
3. RETN,N,XXX 
4. RCL,N,XXX 
6. SLABEL,XXX, 1 Iabel' 
7. RLABEL,XXX 
8. SLABEL,N, 1 label 1 
9. RLABEL,N 
10. LLABEL 
. 11. PRINT,XXX 
12. PRINTF,XXX 
88 
Prints an index of the WAVEPACK 
commands. 
Prints all the WAVEPACK commands 
page by page. 
Prints the commands on page A. 
Stores work area XXX permanently 
in Fortran file number N+lO. 
Returns work area XXX from Fortran 
file number N+lO. 
Recalls work area XXX from tem-
porary store N. 
Sets the label of ~ork area XXX. 
Prints the current label of work 
area XXX. 
Sets the label of temporary store N. 
Prints the current label of 
temporary store N. 
Lists all the current used defined 
labels. 
Prints the data in work area XXX 
on the vdu screen. 
Sends. the data in work area XXX 
to the print file. 
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13. GRAPH,XXX 
14. GRAPHF,XXX 
15. FFT 
16. INVFFT 
16. WINDOW,XXX 
89 
' Plots a character graph of work 
area XXX on the vdu screen. 
Sends a character graph of the 
data in work area XXX to the print-
fi le. 
Calculates the fast Fourier transform 
of a complex function using the data 
in work area 1 as the real part and 
the data in work area 2 as the 
imaginary part. The real and 
imaginary parts of the resulting 
Fourier transform are ret.urned to 
work areas 1 and 2 respectively. 
Computes the inverse fast Fourier 
transform using the work areas as 
for the FFT command above. 
This command applies one of five 
windows to work .area XXX. On exe-
cution a further prompt is issued 
for the user to type in the window 
code and window centre. The window 
codes are: 
1 - zero order window 
2 - first order window 
3 - Hanning window 
4-- Hamming window 
5 - Blackman window 
The window centre is specified by 
typing in an integer value of the 
desired x-axis centre point. The 
various windows and their Fourier 
transform are plotted in Figure A3.4 
and an example of the use of this 
command is given in Section A3.6. 
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18. R-P 
19. P-R 
20. CONV 
21. a. DECONVl 
b. DECONV2 
c. DECONV3 
This command initiates a rectangular 
to polar conversion with work areas 
l and 2 as the real and imaginary 
parts on input which are replaced by 
the magnitude and angle respectively 
on output~ 
90 
This initiates a polar to rectangular 
conversion with the data in work areas 
I and 2 as the magnitude and phase 
components on input which are replaced 
with the real and imaginary parts re-
spectively as output. 
This command implements the cyclic 
convolution of the data contained in 
work areas 1 and 2. The result is 
placed in work area 3. 
This command is the first of three 
which implement the step by step 
deconvolution of two waveforms. 
Initially WAI = Re(x), WA2 = Im(x), 
WA3 = Re(y) and WA4 = Im(y). After 
execution of DECONVl we will have ~ 
WAI = Re(FT(x)), WA2 = Im(FT(x)), 
WA3 = Re(FT(y)) and WA4 = Im(FT(y)). 
This initiates the second stage of the 
deconvolution by performing WA3 = 
Re(FT(y)/FT(x)) and WA4 = Jm(FT(y)/FT(x)). 
(FT(y)/FT(x)). 
This .is the last stage of the 
deconvolution and implements 
WAI = Re(FT-) FT(y)/FT(x) ) and 
WA2 = Im(FT-l FT(y)/FT(x) ). 
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22. SUBST,XXX,A 
23. FILL,XXX,C,A,B 
24. NORM,XXX 
25. SINE,XXX 
26 •. ARCSINE,XXX 
27. ROTATE,XXX,~ 
28. XXX=YYY 
29. SWAl=WA2,A,B 
30. SWA=WAI ,A,B 
91 
Enters the substitute mode with work 
area XXX starting at data element A. 
This command enables the user to enter, 
change or delete any element of the 
work area. For an example of the 
operation of this command, see 
Section A3.6. 
This sets the data elements from A 
to B inclusive of work area XXX equal 
to c. 
Normalises all the data in work area 
XXX and prints the normalising factor. 
\ 
Performs the sine transform on work 
area XXX as given by the Van Vleck 
relation (see Section 3.2.3). 
Performs the inverse sine transform 
(see above). 
Carries out the cyclic shifting of 
work area XXX moving each data element 
A times. Positive A denotes a right 
shift and negative A a left shift. 
Sets the data in any work area equal 
to the data in any other work area~ 
Sets the data element~ A to B in work 
area 1 equal to the corresponding 
data elements in work area 2. 
See above. 
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) 
31. WAl=WAl*WA2 
32. WAl=WAl/WA2 
33. WAl=WA2/WAl 
34. WAl=WAl+WA2 
35. WAl=WAl-WA2 
36. WAl=WA2-WA1 
37. WAl=l/WAl 
38. WAl=WAl*,C -
39. WAl=WAl/,C 
40. WAl=WAl+,C 
'··1 
,;'• '. 
41. WAl=WAl-,C 
42. NOISE+~XXX,STDEV, 
AMPL,SEED 
43. PLOT,XXX 
The following commands are self-
explanatory 
Multiplication of each element of 
work area 1 by the value C 
Division of each element of work 
a.rea 1 by the value C. 
Addition of C to each element of 
work area 1. 
92 
Subtraction of C from each element 
of work area 1. 
Performs the addition of a pseudo-
random noise sequence with a 
normally distributed amplitude to 
work area XXX. The standard 
deviation" amplitude and seed 
required are also entered. 
This command allows the user to 
send the data in work area XXX 
to the Calcomp plotter. A detailed 
example illustrating the use of 
this command is given in Section 
A3.6. 
\ 
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44. BAYDECRS,N This command implements the Bayesian 
deconvolution described in Chapter 5 
of the main text. The number of 
iteratio~ desired is specified by 
93 
the value N. Work area 1 should 
~ontain the input waveform data and 
work area 2 the output waveform data. 
45. STOP 
A3.5 SUBROUTINES 
The resulting impulse response is returned 
in work area 3. 
Terminates WAVEPACK 
The subroutines called by WAVEPACK are listed. The 
detailed operation of each subroutine is fairly well 
described by the source code explanatory notes. For 
specific details the reader is referred to the source 
code listings. 
A3.6 USING THE ANALYSIS PACKAGE 
A typical sequence of commands required to initiate program 
execution is given overleaf. It assumes that all the 
files required have already been catalogued. Some simpli-
fication may be achieved by incorporating these commands 
into a file element for use with the @ADD processor. For 
further details of this,-refer to the UNIVAC 1106 operating 
manual. 
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~·DESTROY USERHl/PASSl~Ol\D ENlf<Y* I 
*UNIVAC 1100 £JF'ER4TING SYSfEM LEV. 36R1A/UCT85 <RSI)* 
>eRUN,/N runid,fi051'.l-R115,DOVEMD 
DATE: 091581 TIME: 160431 
>eASG,li tlIKE!I. 
READY 
>eASG,A SAVE1. 
READY 
>l!USE 11. ,SAVE1. 
READY 
>eASG,A SAVE2. 
READY 
>eUSE 12. ,SAVE2. 
READY 
>l!ASG,A SAVE3. 
READY 
>eUSE 13.,SAVE3. 
READY 
>eASG,A SAVE4. 
READY 
>@USE 14.,SAVE4. 
READY 
>C!ASG,A SAVE5. 
READY 
><?USE 15.,SAVE5. 
READY 
>eASG,A PRINTFILE. 
READY 
>@USE 21.,PRINTFJLE. 
READY ) 
>eGDP,MBS. INPUT PLOTFILE. 
GDP/V2 09/15/81 16:08:44 
>eXCH NmED.WAVEPACK 
YAVEl'ACK V1.3 12/6/81 
Type HELP to list COM~ands 
ENTER CO~MMID 
>FILL,UAl,1.,0,63 
IJAl set equal to 
£NTER COtillAND 
>UINDQY,WA1 
Uindow codes C1r·e 
1.000000 froM 0 to 63 inclusive. 
1 - 7.ero order 1Jindow. 
2 - First order window. 
3 - Hannin·3 windmi. 
4 - UaMft in3 ~ii ndow. 
5 - Bh1clt.Ma11 windmJ. 
ENTER window code,window centre »> 
>3,32 
lli dow minber 3 cipplied to WA1 
E!lTER COMMAND 
)SLABEL,WAl ,HAWHNG-UIND 
ENTH< COMHAND 
>GRAPH,WA1 
1~10 +-----~--~--+-----~---~-+--~----~---+~-----------+ 
I I 
I *' '*· I 
I *' *• I 
I , ' * I 
.BO + + c + + + 
I • I 
I . , • I HAllNING-UlllD I • I I 
* 
, 
. I 
• 50 + +• + + . + 
I . I 
I . , 
* 
l 
I 
"' 
I 
J 
* 
., 
. J 
.20 + , + + + + 
l • "'· 
J 
I . , 
"' 
1 
J . •' '•· . ,,, 
-.10 ·-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+ 
.u~ 1~.7~ J1.so ~7.75 63. 
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>PRINT,IJAt 
HANNING-WIND DATA 
=======~================= 
DATA INDEX : 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DATA 1 .000506 .000000 .002449 .009773 .021899 .038709 .060038 .085677 
DATA INDEX 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
DATA .11SJ75 .148842 .185748 .225733 .268405 .313346 .360116 .<:08256 
DATA INDEX 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
DATA : .457294 .506751 .556142 .604983 .652796 .699111 .743476 .785456 
DHA INDEX 24 25 26 27' 28 29 30 31 
DATA .824639 .860642 .893111 .921730 .946217 .966332 .981879 .992705 
DATA INDC::X 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 . 
DATA .998704 .999818 .996035 ,'187392 .973975 .955914 .933387 .906614 
DHA INDEX 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
DATA .875857 .84141? .803635 .762877 .719544 .674060 .626871 .578438 
DATA INDEX 48 4? 50 51 52 53 54 55 
DATA .529238 .479751 .430462 .381854 .334404 .288576 .244820 .203563 
DATA INDEX : 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 
DATA : .165211 .130138 .098689 .071171 .047855 .028967 .014695 .005177 
ENTER COMMAND 
>FILL,lJA1 10.,0,63 
IJA1 set equal to .000000 fro11 O to 63 inclusive. 
ENTER COHHAHD 
>FILL,Ul\1, 1.,0,9 
IJ/\1 set. equal to 1.000000 fro11 o to 9 inclusive. 
ElfTER COllHAHD 
>FFT 
FFT co11puted with Re = UA1 an<l 111 = UA2 
ENTER COMMAND 
>PLOT,l.lA1 
GDP plot ti ll'J interface. 
ENTER » xaxis-label 
>FREOUENCY 
" EtlTER » ya:<is-label 
>MAGNIW[IE 
ENTER » plot-title 
>fl-PULSE 
EllTER » axes lc~th in c11s. xa:<i s-len·3th,ya~ is-len·3th 
)15.,10. 
IJITER >> r.n~.:<,:/.ri!n,yrr~x ,ytiln 
>6J.,o.,12.,-2. 
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ENTER » GDP p<i9e m111e for this plot 
.>FT-PULSE 
tJA1 plotted. 
ENTER COMMAND 
>FILL,~IA3, 1.414,0,21 
UA3 set equal to 
EllTER f.OllllAHD 
>SUBST, UA3 , 19 
1.414000 froM 0 to 21 inclusive. 
SUBSTITUTE NODE - type E to exit. 
' 
( 19> = 1.414000 
> 
( 20> .. 1.414000 
. )34.9932 
( 20> = 34.993200 
> 
( 21> = 1.414000 
>O. 
( 21) .. .000000 
. > 
( 22> .. .000000 
>E 
.SUBSTITUTE KODE terMinated. 
ENTER COMMAND 
>STOP 
tJAVEPACK TERMINATED goodbye! 
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Figure A3.2 The graph generated by the runstream given here 
having been sent to the Calcomp plotter. 
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With reference to the example terminal session all the 
commands entered by the user are preceded by a prompt ( > ) 
from the computer. The other messages are generated by 
the program. The first,command used is FILL which sets 
all the data elements in work area 1 equal to unity. The 
Hanning window is then applied to this data with the window 
centre at 32. The work area is then labelled and plotted 
using the character graph. The data in the work area 
is then listed. The following pair of FILL commands 
set all the work area data to zero and then a pulse shaped 
function is entered. The magnitude of the Fourier transform 
of this pulse fu~ction is then calculated and plotted. The 
. graph generated using this runstream was plotted on the 
Calcomp plotter and is given in Figure A3.2. The various 
titles entered into the program are seen on the plotted 
curve~. The axis length defines the size of the plot and 
for. an A4 size plot should be approximately 25cm x 15cm. 
Having generated the required plot the Graphics Display 
Package is used to send the plot to the system plotter. 
The use of the SUBST command is also illustrated. The 
various data windows and their Fourier transforms are 
given in Figure A3.4. An example of the convolution 
. command is shown in Figure A3.5 where rectangular and 
triangular pulses are convolved. 
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... A3.7 CONCLUSION 
The development of this analysis package has generated 
some interest by other parties. The GRAPHV subroutine 
has been adopted by the University of Cape Town 
Computing Service as a library routine. Research 
into the application of digital filtering techniques 
to problems arising in radar is under way using 
97 
WAVEPACK. It may thus be concluded that the facilities 
which are provided by the program are generally useful. 
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c 
c 
C TITLE: UAVEPACK 
c 
c 
c 
C DESCRIPTION: 
c 
C This pro'3r'1M is desi-;ined to function as an inter<1ctive waveforM 
C analysis pacl<.a9e. Cont<lined in this p<lcka-:ie <ire facilities for 
C inplcnentin9 digital si'3nal processin·~· Motiv<ition for its in-
c teption t.~s been to deconvolve two 11<cvefor~s usin'3 Fourier 
C transforn techniques. For the pro'31''1M to oper<lte four Fortran 
C files are needed and one printfile and a plotfile. 
c 
c 
C CALLS: 
c 
C FFT, INVFFT, LINFLD, 6RAPHV, GRAPHU, PRINT, UINDOU, NEUPAG, 
C PAGNAH, SLlCIT. 
c 
C CODE: 
c 
c 
C Defining variables used. 
C c=====:====:=========~==== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1000 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2000 
2010 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
90001 
c 
c 
IliPLICIT COMPLEX (A - Z> 
PARAMETER NPTS = 64, M = 6 
r·ARAMETER NFLDS = 5, CLNGTH = 60, FLNGTH = 20, NSTORS = 10 
PARAHETER PFILE = 21, NUAREA = 4 
CHARACTER TITLE*12 <O:NSTORS-1), TITUA*t2 (t:NUAREAl 
CHARACTER COMANDotBO, FIELD*20 (1:NFLDSl 1 XEXP*72 
CHARACTER * 20 XLABEL, YLABEL, PTITLE 
CHARACTER GDPNAM*12 
ItlTEGER A, B, I, J, ERRFLG, llAINDX, STORMO 
INTEGER V.NUH, CENTRE, SHIFT, N, HTIMES 
IllTEGER NXCHAR, NYCHAR, NTCHAR 
REAL AXIS(O:NPTS-1>, UAREA(l:NWAREA,O:NPTS-1) 
REAL DATA<O:NPTS-tl, STORE<O:NSTORS-1,0:NPTS-1l 
REAL UDATA<1:NPTSl, TEMP, Re, IM, r, 0 
REl:L REM TA( 1:NPTSl 1 SRSACO:NPTS-t l, PRSA<O:NP:rS-1). 
REAL XREAUt:NPTSl, XIMhG<1:NPTS), 'CREAL<1:NPTSl, SREAL(t:NPTSl 
REAL SlMAG(1:NPTSl, GREAL<1:HF'TSl, GIMAGC1 :NPTSl, PREAUt:NPTSl 
REAL PIHAG!l:NPTSl 
REAL XAXIS, YAXIS, XHIN, XHAX, YllIN, YHAX 
Setti.n9 lip axis for 9r:iphin3 results. 
c:=r======•===================;=;====== 
DO 1000 I = O,NPTS-1 
AXIS <Il = I 
CONTINUE 
Initializing labels. 
DO 2000 I = O,USTORS-1 
TITLE< I> 
CONTINUE 
DO 2010 I t,NYAREA 
llTWA(J) = TITLE<t> 
CONTINUE 
Printin'3 a heading. 
PRINT ~8003 
rRHH 98004 
Solicitin'3 user for coMMand. 
cac.c=:i::a::~:;::=::r==="'=':li:::=•========:s 
PRHH 'iOOO::i 
!:[(1D ( C, 98006, ERR='IOOOt ) COt1flt'.f1 
CALL LHlrLO ( COIWID~ CLNGTll, Fl[Ll1, FLNuTH, NFUS, ERRFLG ) 
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C TesUn') for " t:ont1<1~d syntax error. 
C ~IZ • :i•:r.:=r.:c:z:::::zc=r.att~':=::::cv::i:::==c:=•=====s:a:us~:;:;e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF ( ERRFLG .NE. 0 ) THEN 
PRINT 99003 
GO TO 90001 
END IF 
C===~======r.=======~=================•====~=== 
CtttHHH TESTING FOR THE COMMANDS +++++++++ 
C•~c========~====c======================~===== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C ltipleMenting the SAVE and RETN coMMands. 
C c==================================~====== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
JF < FIELD<1 > .EO. 'SAVE' .OR. FIELD(1 > .EO. 'P-ETW > THEN 
C Validating the contents of field three and setting WAINDX. 
c -----------------~----~---~----~-~--------~-~------
c 
c 
c 
c 
·C 
c 
IF ( FIELD(3) .£0. 'WA1' ) THEN 
UAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF ( FlELD<3l .Ea. 'UA2' THEii 
llAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF < FIELP<3l .EO. 'UA3' THrn 
UAINDX = 3 
ELSE IF < FIEl.0(3) .EO. 'UM' THEN 
UAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
U41NDX = 0 
PRINT 99001 
ENDif 
C Validatin~ a~j setting Forlr~n fil~ nuMber before 
C reading or uritin~~ to er froM dislt. 
c ----~--------------------------------~------~~--------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I 
10010 
c 
c 
' 10020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF < UAINDX .NE. 0 l THEN 
llECODE ( 90001, FIELD<2l ) STORNO 
STORNO = STORNO + 10 
IF < STORNO .6E. 11 .AND. STORNO .LE. 30 ) THEN 
IF ( FJEUH1) .Ea. 'SAVE' l THEN 
DO 10010 I = O,NPTS-8,0 
URITE ( STORNO, 98002 l ( UAREA <UAINDX,I+Jl, 
J = 0,7 ) 
CONTINUE 
PRllll 98003, WAINDX, STORN0-10 
ELSE 
DO 10020 I = O,NPTS-0,8 
READ I STORNO, 98002 ) 
CONTINUE 
WAREA (U~INDX,I+JI, 
J ~ 0,7 ) 
~INT 96009, UAINDX, STORN0-10 
END IF 
REIJlND SlCRNO 
ELSE 
PRIIH 99002 
(IWlF 
END IF 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11010 
c 
11000 
11020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
. 11040 
c 
11030 
11050 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
lt1ple~enting LA!!El coM11ands. 
ac:i:t:ta::a:•==-=::i.:::=:==t:::s:;:;:::======== 
ELSE Jr ( FlEL.D<ll .EO. 'SLAElEl' ) lHEN 
IF ( FIELDC2> .EO. 'IJA1' l THEN 
TITWA<1> = FIELD(3) 
ELSE IF ( FJELD<2 l .ca. 'WA2' THEN 
TITUA<2> = FIEL0(3) 
ELSE lF I FIELD<2l .EO. 'UA3' THEN 
TITIJA(3) = FIELD<3> 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(2) .EO. 'IJA4' THEN 
TITIJA(4) = FIELD(3) 
ELSE 
DECODE< 98001, FIELDl2), ERR=11000) STORNO 
ERRFLG = 1 
DO 11010 I = O,NSTORS-1 
IF ( STORNO .EO. I ) ERRFLG = 0 
CONTINUE 
IF ( ERRFLG .NE. 0 ) GO TO 11000 
TITLE<STORNOl = FIELD<3> 
GO TO 11020 
PRINT 99005 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
ELSE Ir ( FIELD<1> .EO. 'RLABEL' l THEN 
IF < FIELD<2> .EO. 'UA1' l THEN 
PRINT. 98010, 1, TITWAC1> 
ELSE If < FIELDC2l .EO. 'WA2' THEN 
PRINT 98010, 2, TITIJA<2> 
ELSE IF ( FIEL.D<2> .EO. 'IJAl' THEN 
PRJHT 98010, 3, TITUAC3l 
ELSE IF < FIELD<2> .EO. 'WA4' THEN 
PRINT 98010, 4, TITWA<4l 
ELSE 
DECODE< 98001, FIELD<2>, ERR=1i030 > STORNO 
ERRFLG = 1 
DO 11040 I = O,NSTORS-1 
IF < STORNO .EO. I ) EF.F:FLG "' 0 
CONTINUE 
IF ( ERRFLG .m:. 0 l GO TO 11030 
PRINT 98012, STORNO, TITLE<STORNOl 
60 TO 11050 
PRINT 99005 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
ELSE lF < FIELD<ll .EO. 'LL.ABEL' THEN 
PRINT 98013 
DO 11070 I = 1,NWAREA 
PRINT 98010, I, TITIJA(I) 
11070 CONTINUE 
DO 11060 I = O,NSTORS-1 
PRUIT 98012, I, TITLE<I l 
11060 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C IMple11entin'3 STO cind RCL COMMands. 
C s=a:cc=~=======~==================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE Ir ( FIELDC1) .ED. 'STO' .OR. FIELD(1l .EO. 'RCL' I THEN 
C Testing the validity of field 3. 
c ---~--------~-------------------
c 
c 
IF ( FIELD(3) .EO. 'UA1' ) THEN 
\JAIIWX " 1 
ELSE IF ( FIELDCJl .EO. 'Wf<2' THEN 
UAJN[IX = 2 
ELSE lF ( FlEL[l(31 .£0. 'WA3' lHEN 
IJAlllPX "' 3 
ELSE IF ( fl£LD<3l .ED. 'UM' TUEii 
UAINDX "' 'I 
ELSE . 
r1rnn '>'9001 
UAJND:( " 'J 
E:NDIF 
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I 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
12020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
12030 
c 
12040 
c 
c 
c 
c 
12070 
c 
c 
12080 
c 
c 
c 
12050 
c 
12060 
12090 
c 
c 
Having detected c.n error in field 3 exit section. 
IF ( UAINDX .EQ. 0 I GO TO 12010 
Testin9 to see if field 3 is a label. 
STORNO " -1 
DO 12020 I = O,NSTORS-1 
lF ( FIELD(2) .EQ. TIILE<Il ) STORNO = I 
CONTINUE 
If field 3 corresponds to label - store uork e1rea. 
IF ( STORNO .GE. 0 l TllEN 
IF (FIELD<!> .EO. 'STO' l THEN 
DO 12030 I = O,NP"TS-1 
STORE<STORNO,Il = UAREA!UAINDX,Il 
·CONTINUE 
PRmT 98014, UAINDX, TITLE<STORNOI 
ELSE 
DO 12040 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<UAINDX,II = STORE<STORNO,Il 
CONTINUE 
TITUA<UA!NDXl = TITLE(STORNOl 
rRINT 98015, UAINDX, TITLE<STORNOl 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELil<2l, ERR=12050 l STORNO 
IF ( STORNO .LT. 0 .OR. STORllO .GT. NSTORS-1 l GO TO 12060 
IF ( rIELD<l I .EO. 'STO' l THEil 
DO 12070 I = O,NPTS-1 
STORE<STORNO,U = UAREA<WHNDX 1 II 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98016, UAINDX, STORNO 
ELSE 
DO 12080 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA(UAINDX,I> = STORE<STORN0,11 
CONTINUE 
TITUA<UAH-!DX> ., TITLE<STORHO> 
PRINT Y8017, UAINpX, STORNO 
END IF 
GO TO 12090 
PRmT 99005 
GO TO 12090 
PR!llT 99002 
COHTINUE 
END IF 
12010 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C lMpleMenling PRINT and GRAPH COMMands. 
C cc==~===========::========:===~========= 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE 1r ( FIELD(1) .r.o. 'PRINT' .OR. FIELD(!) .EO. 
l 'PRINTF' .OR. FIELll(1 I .r::o. 'GRAPH' 
a .OR. FIELD(1) .EO. 'GRArHF' ) THEN 
IF ( FIELD(2) ,[0. 'WA1' ) THEN 
UAINDX"' 1 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC2l .EO. 'UA2' THEN 
UAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF < FIEL.D<2l .EO. 'UA3' THEN 
UfllllDX = l 
ELSE IF < FIELD<:~> .EO. 't/M' THEN 
llAill!JX'" 4 
ELSE 
UAIIWX " 0 
f'R!NI Y9()05 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
13020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' 
' 
Having detected <on error in field 2 exit section. 
IF C UAINDX .NE. 0 > THEN 
In\erfacin·.:i a 2 diMensional array with PRINT and GRAPH!.!. 
DO 13020 I = O,NPTS-1 
DATAII> = WARE~CUAINDX,I> 
CONTINUE 
JF C FlELD<1> .Ea. 'PRINT' > THEN 
CALL PRINT ( DATA, NPTS, TITUACWAINDX>, S ) 
ELSE IF C FIELDC1) .EQ. 'PRINTF" ) THEN 
CALL PRINT ( DATA, NPTS, TITUACUAINDX>, PFILE ) 
ELSE IF C FIELD(1) .Ea. 'GRAPH' > THEN 
CALL GRAPHU < AXIS, DATA, TITUAIWAINDXl, 
XEXP, NPTS, 5 > 
ELSE 
CALL GRAPHU C AXIS, DATA, TITWAIWAINDX>, 
XEXP, NPTS, PFILE > 
END IF 
El"JlIF 
C lMplet1enUn3 FFT <Fast Fourier Transfor11) cot111<md. 
C c===~========:=-=======================~=====:======= 
c 
c 
c 
23010 
c 
c 
23020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(1) .Ea. 'FFT" ) THEN 
DO 23010 l = O,NPTS-1 
REDATACI+11 = WAREA<l,I) 
IJDftTAC!tl) = UAREAC2, l). 
CONTINUE 
CALL FFT < REDltTA, UDAl'A, M 
DO 23020 I = O,NPTS-1 
WAREAC1,I) = REPATA<I+1l 
IJAREAC2,Il = WDATA<I+l) 
CONTINUE 
f'RINT ~8018 
C lMpleMentin3 INVFFT (Inverse fcost Fourier TrconsforM) coMn<in•:!. 
c &r.~========~~==~==~===========~=~======~======================= 
c 
c 
c 
23030 
c 
c 
23040 
c 
c 
c 
CLSE JF < fIELD<l> .Ea. 'INVFFT' > THEN 
DO 23030 I = O,NPTS-1 
REDATACI+l) = WAREACl,Il 
UDATACI+1 l = l.!AREA<2, 1) 
CONTINUE 
CALL INVFFT C REDATA, lJUATA, 11 ) 
DO 23040 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAHEA< 1,I l = RED1'HA< It 1l 
Wlf\Ef1C2,I> = WMTA<I+1l 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98019 
1,02 
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c l1'1pleMentin·3 tHNDOU COMMaM. 
C sa;::::i::oc;:.1:e1=c::::::a::c:;:;:;;:z::::::::::;:::~::;:s=~s=ca 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD( 1 > .EO. 'UINDOU' ) THEN 
IF ( FIELD(2) ,EO. 'UA1' ) THEN 
UAINDX = I 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> .EO. 'UA2' THEN 
UAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC2) .EO. 'WA3' THEN 
UAINDX = 3 
ELSE IF < FIELD(2) .EO. 'UM' THEH 
llAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
UAINDX = () 
END IF 
C Having detected an error in field 2 exit section. 
c -----------··--------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
IF < UAINDX .EO. 0 l GO TO 14010 
C Printing window l'lenu. 
c ----------------------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
14050 
14040 
c 
c 
14070 
14060 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98020 
READ <8, 98006) COMAND 
CALL LINFU C COMAND, .CLNGTH, FIELD, FLNGTH, NFLDS, ERRFLG I 
DECODE< 98001, FIELD<1>, ERR=l4020 l UNUM 
DECODE< 98001, fIELDC2l, ERR=14030 >CENTRE 
·-. 
Adjusting data to be in correct position before windowing. 
Ir ( CENTRE .GE. 0 .Alm. CENTRE .LT. NPTS/2-1 l THEN 
DO 14040 I= I, NPTS/2-1-CENTRE 
THP = UAREA<UAINDX,Nl"TS-1) 
DO .14050 J = O,NPTS-2 
UAr.:EACUAWDX,NPTS-1-Jl = UAREA<WAINDX,NPTS-2-Jl 
CONTINUE 
UAREACWAINDX,Ol = TEMP 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF <CENTRE .GT. NPTS/2-1 .AND. CENTRE .LE. NPTS-1 > THEN 
00 14060 I = 1,CENTRE+l-tlPTS/2 
TEMP = tJAREA<llAINDX,Ol 
DO 14070 ,I = O,NPTS-2 
UAREA<UAINDX,Jl = WAREACWAH!DX ,,1+1 l 
CONTINUE 
UAREA<WAINDX,NPTS-1> = TEMP 
CONTI HUE 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
C Entering d<ita to be windowed into <in array ~1ith sli•3htly 
C different di11ensions to interface wi tli the UJNDOU subroutine. 
c -------------------------------------------------------'------
c 
DO 14130 I = O,NPTS-1 
UDATA<I+l) = UAREA<UAINDX,I> 
14130 CO~TINUE 
c 
c 
c 
CALL UIHDOU ( llDATA, WMTA, NPTS, NPlS, UNUH l 
C Repl<icing windowed data into wo1·k :;i1·ea. 
c --------·-------------------------------
c 
DO 14000 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<WA!NDX,I> • UDATACitll 
HOBO CO:HlHUE 
c 
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.c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
14100 
14090 
c 
c 
14120 
1400 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
14020 
c 
Adjusti.n3 data back to origincil position. 
IF ( CENTRE .GE. 0 .AND. CEIHRE .LT. NPTS/2-1 ) THEN 
DO 14090 I" 1,NPTS/2-1-crnTRE 
TEllP "' WflREA (l.JAINDX,Ol 
DO 14100 J = O,Hf'TS-2 
UAREAIWAINDX,Jl = IJAREACWAINDX,J+1 l 
CONTINUE 
UAREAWAINDX,NPTS-1 l = TEMP , 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (CENTRE .GT. NPTS/2-1 .AND. CENTRE .LE. NPTS-1 ) THEN 
DO 14110 I= 1,CENTRE+1-NPTS/2 
TEiP " IJAREAWAINDX,NPTS-1 I 
DO 14120 J = O,NPTS-2 
IJAREACUAINDX,NPTS-1-J>'= IJAREA<~AINDX,NPTS-2-J) 
CONTINUE 
IJAREA<WAINDX,Ol· = TEftP 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
PRINT 98021, WNUM, WAINDX 
GO TO 14010 
PRINT 99006 
GO TO 14010 
14030 PRINT 99005 
14010 CGNTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C IMpleMenting R-P <ind P-R cor•'oM<iro•:ls.· 
c -======~~=====:=======~====~~======== 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(!) .EO. 'R-P' > THEN 
DO iso10 I = O,NPTS-1 
r =SORT< UAREAC1,ll**2 + WAREAC2,Il**2 
0 c ATANi WAREAC2,ll/UAREAC1,ll l 
IF ( WAREA(l,ll .LT. 0 .AND. UAREAC2,Il .GT. 0 ) 
' 0 = 0 + 3.141592654 
IF ( t:AREA<l,Il .LT. 0 .AND. UAREAC2,ll .LT. 0 l 
l 0 = 0 - 3.141592654 
tlAREA< 1, ll = r 
IJAREAC2,ll = 0 
15010 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
15020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98022 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<l 1 .EO. 'P-R' > THEN 
DO 15020 I = 6,NPTS-1 
lte = llAREA<l,Il *COS< UAREA<2,Il 
In~ YAREACl,ll *SIN( UAREAC2,I> 
UAREAC1,J) =Re 
YAREA<2,ll c IM 
CONTINUE 
PRlllT 98023 
C lMpleMenting CONV tOt'IMand. 
C c==~:=~==~==:===:~~====•==== 
c 
c 
17020 
17010 
c 
c 
ELSE If ( FIELD( 1 l .EO. 'CON'J' I THEN 
DO 17010 I ., O,tlPTS-1 
DATMI> " 0. 
DO 17070 J = O,NPTS-1 
SHIFl "' l-J 
JF ( SHIFT .LT. 0 ) smn .. SHIFT + NPTS 
DATAO> = Dt>iAOI + W1~REMl,J) * VAREA<2,SHIHl 
COH T ltiUE 
co.~1111uc 
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C Sl!tting IJA3 equal to the resulting convolution. 
c -------------------------------------------------
c 
DO 17030 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<J,Il c DATA<ll 
17030 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRXNT 98024 
c lMpleMenting FOLD COMl'IClnd • 
. c 11==================·===·=-=== 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<11 .EO. 'FOLD' I THF.N 
IF < FIELD<2l ,EQ. 'UA1' I THEN 
IJAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(2) .Ea. 'UA2' THEN 
l.JAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF ( FIELD <2> .EQ. 'WA3' THEN 
UAIHDX = 3 
ELSE IF < flELD<2> .EQ. 'UM' THEN 
UAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
UAINDX = 0 
END IF 
IF ( UAINDX .NE. 0 l THEN 
DO 16010 I= 1,NPTS/2-1 
UAREA<IJAINDX ,NPTS-1-I l WAREA<WAINDX, ll 
16010 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98025, WAINDX 
ENDIF 
c JMplel'tenting FILL coM11and. 
C c====•====================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
18040 
C· 
18010 
c 
18020 
c 
18030 
18050 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC1 I .EO. 'FILL' ) THEN 
IF < FIELD<2> ,EQ. 
UAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF < FIELDC2l 
UAHIDX = 2 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> 
UAINDX = 3 
ELSE IF < FIELDC21 
Ul\INDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
UAINDX = 0 
END IF 
'UA1' l THEN 
.Ell. 'WA2' THEN 
.EQ. 'UA3' THEN 
.EQ. 'UM' l THEN 
IF ( UAINDX .NE. 0 ) THEN 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELD<O, ERR=18010 A 
DECODE ( S'8001, FIELDC5l, ERR=1B020 B 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELDC3>, ERR=18030 TEMP 
DO 18040 l • A,B 
IJAREA<UAINflX,Il =TEMP 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98026, UAINDX, TEMP, A, B 
GO TO 18050 
PRINT 99007 
GO TO 10050 
nmT 99000 
GO TO 18050 
PRINT 99001 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
C lMple11C>ntin9 ttoc~ EXCH COl'IM<ind. 
C •C•~•==~~==~=s=c=~=~=====~~=c:zo 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC1 I .Eel. 'EXCH' l TllEN 
DO 19010 I = O,NPTS-1 
TEMP• UAREA<1,I> 
UAR£A<1,ll • WAREAC2,IJ 
~AREA(2 1 i) m iEHP 
1t01 C CONl It/UC 
fHINl S'8027 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c IMpleMenUn·3 NORM COMMC\n<:l. 
C •=====~=~~========:c==~=~=~~ 
c 
c 
c 
l 
20010 
c 
20021) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( F!ELD<1 I .EO. 'NORM' I THEN 
IF ( FIELD<21 .EO. 'UA1' l THEN 
UAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> .EQ. 'UA2' THEM 
UAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2l .EO. 'WA3' THEN 
l!AINDX = 3 
ELSE IF ( fIELD<21 .Ea. 'IJA4' rnrn 
llAINDX = '4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
YAH1DX = 0 
END IF 
. IF ( IJAINDX .NE. 0 l THEN 
TEHP = ABS< UAREA<UAINDX,Ol 
DO 20010 I= 1,NPTS-1 
IF ( ABS( UAREA<UAINDX,Il ) .GT. TEHP 
TEMP = ABS ( UAREA CUA IND X , I ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 20020 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<WAINDX,Il = UAREA(UAINDX,Il I TEHP 
COIHINUE 
PRINT 98029, UAINDX, TEMP 
END IF 
C I11pleMenting the SINE and ARCSillE cor<Mands. 
c ~==================================•=====~=== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' 21010 
c 
& 
21020 
c 
l 
21030 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD Cl) .EO. 'SINE' .OR. FIEL!)(l l .EO. 'ARCSINE' l THEN 
IF ( FIEl.D(2) .EQ. 'UA1' ) THEN 
IJAJNriX = 1 
ELSE IF ( FlELDC2l .EO. 'UA2' THEN 
IJAJNIJ;: = 2 
ELSE IF < FIELDC2> .EO. 'UA3' THEN 
llAINDX = 3 
fLSE IF < FIELD<2> .EO. 'UA4' THF.N 
UAIHDX = '4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
UAIHDX = 0 
END IF 
IF ( UAINDX .NE. 0 l THEN 
TEMP = ADS< UAREA<UAINDX,Ol 
DO 21010 I= 1,NPTS-1 
IF ( ABS< UAREACUAINDX,l) ) .GT. TEMP l 
TEHP =ABS< WAREACUAINDX,Il 
COHT INUE 
IF ( FJELDC1) .EO. 'SINE' ) THEN 
DO 21020 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<VAINDX,Il = TEMP * SIN( <UAREA<WAINDX,Il/TEMPl 
• 1.570796327 l 
COiHJNi.JE 
PRINT 98030, UAHWX 
CLSE 
DO 21030 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<UAINDX,I> =TEMP * 0.636619772 
* ASIN< IJAREA<UAINllX, I I I TEMP 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98031, WAINDX 
END IF 
ENDIF 
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c 
c I11pler1entin'3 the ROTATE COt'IM<ind. 
C uacm•=="~c~=c=z=~===~===~==c=~=:~~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
22030 
22020 
c 
22050 
22040 
c 
c 
c 
c 
22010 
22060 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<11 .EU. 'ROTATE' ) THEN 
IF ( FIELD(21 .Ea. 'UA1' ) THEN 
UAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(2) ,EO. 'UA2' THEN 
lJAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF < FIELD<21 .EO. 'UA3' THEN 
UAINDX = 3 
f.LSE IF ( FIELD<21 .EO. 'UA4' THEN 
l!AINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
lJAlNDX = 0 
END IF 
IF ( UAINDX .NE. 0 ) THEN 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELD<31, ERR=22010 I A 
IF ( A .GT. 0 I THEN 
DO 22020 I= 1,A 
TEHP = lJAREAWAINDX,NPTS·-1) 
DO 22a0 J = O,NPTS-2 
IJAkEA<WAINDX,NPTS-1-Jl = UAREA<WAINDX,NPTS-2-Jl 
CONTINUE 
UAREA<UAINDX,Ol =TEMP 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98032, UAINDX, A 
ELSE IF (A .LT. 0 ) THEN 
DO 22040 I= 1,ABS<A> 
TEMP = UAREACIJAINDX,01 
DO 22050 J = O,NPTS-2 
IJAREA<WAINDX,Jl = UAREA<UAINDX,J+ll 
CONTINUE 
UAREA<UAINDX,NPTS-11 • TEMP 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98033, ~JAINDX, ABS<A> 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
60 TO 22060 
PRINT 99001 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
C J11ple11entin'3 arith11etic COMM<inds. 
c ·================================== 
c 
c 
c 
C J11le11enting UA1 = UA2 and UA2 = UAl. 
c ------------------~-------~~---~--
c 
c 
25010 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF < FIELD<1> .EQ. 'UA1=UA2' I THEN 
DO 25010 I = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<l,I> = IJAREA<2,Il 
CONTINUE 
f'RillT 98035, 1, 2 
ELSE If ( FIELD<11 .EO. 'IJA2=UA1' THEN 
DO 25020 l = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<2,ll = UAREA<l,Il 
25020 CONHNUE 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98035, 2, 1 
C I11let1entin'3 IJA1 = Ur'3 and WA1 = UM. 
c --------------------··--------------
c 
El.SE If ( FIELD(! I .EO. 'lJAl,.YAJ' I THEN 
c 
VD 25500 I = O,NPTS-1 
UN~EI\< 1, I> • Llr"IREA<3, 1) 
25500 CONT lflll[ 
PRINl 98035, 1, 3 
c 
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c 
c 
25510 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( F!ELD(1l .EO. 'UA1=UA4' THEU 
DO 25510 I ~ O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<1,Il = UAREA<4,Il 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 90035, 1, 4 
C lMpleM~ntin·3 WA241A3 and IJA2"'1JA4. 
c ---------------·-------------------
c 
c 
25580 
c 
c 
c 
c 
25590 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD< 11 .EO. 'IJA2=UA3' l THEN 
DO 25580 I = 01 NPTS-1 
UAREA(2,II = IJAREA<3,Il 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98035, 21 3 
ELSE If ( FIELD<1l .EO. 'IJA2=UA4' l THEN 
DO 25590 I = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<2,Il = UAREA<4,II 
CONTINUE 
PRillT 98035, 2, 4 
C l11leMenting UA3 = UA1 and IJA3 = IJA2. 
c -----------------------------------
c 
c 
25520 
c 
c 
c 
25530 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(ll .EO. 'UA3=Uf.1' l THEN 
DO 25520 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<3,ll = UAREA<1,Il 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98035, 3, 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(1l .EO. 'UA3=UA2' l THEN 
DO 25530 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREAC3,Il • UAREA<2,Jl 
CONTINUE 
PRltlT 98035, 3, 2 
C 111!er;;mting \<IA3 = U~4 and UA4 = UA1. 
c -------------------------------------
c 
c 
25510 
c 
c 
c 
25550 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD C 1 l .EO. 'IJA3=~!A4' ) THEN 
!JO 25540 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<3,ll = UAREA<4,ll 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98035, 3 1 4 
ELSE IF < FIELD<1> .EO. 'IJA4=UA1' > THEN 
tO 25550 I = G,NPTS-1 
UAREAC4,ll = IJAREA(1 1 ll 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98035, 4, 1 
c !MleMent i ng IJl\4 = IJA2 an·:l WM = YA3. 
c -------------------------------------
c 
c 
25560 
c 
c 
c 
2S570 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF < FIELD<ll .EO. ·'UA4=1JA2' l THEN 
DO 2J560 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREAC4,I> • UAREAC2,ll 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98035, 4, 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC1 l .EO. 'LJA4=1JA3' ) TllEN 
DO 25570 I " O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA(4 1 II = IJAREA<3,Il 
COlHHlltF. 
PR!Nf 98035, 4, 3 
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c 
C Setting selected <oreci!i of work areci l!qU>.11. 
c ------------------------------------------~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE lF < FIELD<ll .EO. 'SWA1•UA2·' .OR. 
l FIELD< 1 l , EO. 'SWA2=UA 1' ) TllEN 
DECODE < 90001, flELD<2>, ERR,=25030 ) A 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELD(3l, ERR=25040 ) B 
IF ( A .GE. 0 .AND. A .LE. NPlS-1 .AND, 
& B ,GE. 0 .AND. B .LE. NPlS-1 ) THEN 
IF< FIELD<1l .EO. 'SWA1=WA2' ) lHEN 
DO 25050 I = A,B 
UAREA<1,I> = WAREA<2,I> 
25050 CONllNUE 
c 
PRINT 98036, A, B 
ELSE 
DO 25060 I = A, B 
UAREA<2,Il = UAREA<1,I) 
25060 CONlINUE 
c 
c 
PRINT 98037, A, B 
END IF 
ELSE 
PRINT 99001 
PRINT 99007 
ENDIF 
GO TO 25070 
c 
25030 PRINT 99005 
GO 10 25070 
c 
25040 PRINT 99001 
25070 COHTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c IMplet1enting IJA1 = UA1 x IJA2 
c ---------------------------
c 
c 
ELS::: If ( FIELD!1) .EO. 'WA1=WAl*IJA2' .OR. FIELD<1> .EO. 
l .'UA1=UA2*WA1' ) THEN 
DO 25080 I = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<1,ll = UAREA<1,ll * UAREA(2,I) 
25080 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Pl'\IUT 98038 
C lMpleMenting WA1=WA1/UA2 cind WAl=WA2/WA1. 
c -------------------··----------------
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(1) .EO. 'WA1=WA1/UA2' ) THEN 
c 
DO 25090 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAf\EA<1,ll = IJAREA<1,ll/UAREAC2,11 
25090 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98039 
ELSE If ( FIELDC1l .EO. 'WA1=WA2/UA1' ) THEN 
DO 25100 I = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<1,Il • WAREA<2,ll/WAREA<1,Il 
25100 COHTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98040 
C 1Mple1m1ting UA1=UA1+WA2. 
~ ----------------------------
c 
c 
2:S110 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
CLSE IF ( FIELD<1) .EO. 'Ul'\1=1JAl+IJA2' .OR. FIELD\1 > 
l ,[0. 'UA1=WA2+WA1' ) THEN 
DO 25110 I c O,NPTS-1 
IJAR[(1(l,I> = IJ(1REA\1,ll + WAREAC2 1 Il 
COHrnl!E 
f'RlllT 90041 
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c 
C Ir1plel'l~nting Ui'll"UA1-~IA2 and WA1=Uf·12-:-U,'1. 
c ------------------·-------------------------
c 
c 
25120 
c 
c 
c 
25130 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF < FlELD<l> .Ea. 'UA1=UA1-UA2' > THEN 
DO 25120 1 = O,NPTS-1 
UAREAC1 1 1> = UAREA<1,1) - UAREAC2,I> 
COl!TINUE 
PRINT 98042 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<ll .Ea. 'UA1=UA2-UA1' THEN 
DO 25130 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREAC1 1 1> = UAREA<2,Il - WAREA<l,1) 
CONT!NUE 
l'RittT 98043 
C 11'1ple1'1rntin·3 WA1=UA1 * ,constcint. 
c -------------------------------
c 
c 
25140 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<11 .Ea. 'UAl=UAl*' ) THEN 
DECODE< 98001, FIELD<2>, ERR=25300 I TEMP 
DO 25140 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA(l,11 = UAREA<l,II *TEMP 
COHTiNUE 
PRINT 98044, TEKP 
GO TO 25150 
25300 PRil:T 99005 
25150 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C IMpleMenting WA1=WA1/,constant. 
c ------------------------------
c 
c 
25170 
c 
c 
ELSE If ( FIELD<l I ,EQ, 'WAl=WAlr > THCN 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELD<2>, ERR=25160 I TEtlP 
DO 25170 I = O,NPTS-1 
. t!AREA< 1, ll = WAREA< 1, I) I TEMP 
CONilNUE 
PRINT 98045,TEKP 
I 
cm to 251ec 
25160 PRINT 99005 
25180 I CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C lMpleMentin•.;1 WAl=UAl+,constc:nt. 
c ~-------------------------------
c 
c 
25200 
c 
c 
25190 
25210 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(ll .EO. 'WAl=WAl+' I THEN 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELDC21, ERR=25190 l TEHP 
DO 25200 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<l,Il = UAREA<l,Il + TEHP 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 980'i6, TEr.P 
GO TO 2:5210 
PRINT 99005 
CUNT HIUE 
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c 
C Jl'.pleMentin3 UAl 00lJA1-,const"nt. 
c ------------·-------------·---------
c 
c 
25230 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( fI£l.D<1) .ECI. 'l.JA1"t!AI-' l THEH 
DECODE ( '18001, FlEl.D(2l, ERR=-~5120 ) TEMP 
DO 25230 I " Q,llf-"IS-1 
UAREA< 1 , I ) = UAf~E(, < 1 , ll - lEMf' 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98047, TEMP 
GO TO 25240 
25220 PRINT 99005 
25240 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C IMplermltin•3 UA1=1 /UA1. 
c --~----~-----~----~ 
c 
c 
25250 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
ELSE IF < FIELD<1> .EO. 'UA1=1/UA1' > THEN 
DO 25250 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<1,I) = 1 I UAREAC1,I> 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98048 
c ll'lpleMenti n·3 SUBST COl'IMC.00. 
c ============================ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
26040 
c 
c 
c 
26020 
26030 
c 
c 
c 
26010 
c 
26050 
26060 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' 
ELSE IF ( FIELD< 1) .ECl. 'SUBST' ) THEN 
IF ( FIELDC2> .EU. 'UA1' ) THEN 
UAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF C FIELDC2) .EO. 'UA2' THrn 
UAINTJX = 2 
ELSE IF < FIELD (2) .EO. '~IA3' THEN 
UAINDX = 3 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> .EO. 'UA4' THEN 
UAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
UAINDX = 0 
END IF 
IF ( UAINDX .NE. 0 ) THEN 
DECODE C 98001, FIELD<3>, ERR=26050 > A 
IF < A .GE. 0 .AND. A .LE. NPTS-1 THEN 
PR INT 98049 
I = A 
PRINT 98050, TITUACUAINDX>, I, UAREA(UAINDX,l) 
READ ( 8, 980061 COMAND 
CALL LINFLD ( COMAND, CLNGTH, FIELD, FLNGTH, NFLDS, 
ERRFL6 > 
IF< FIELD<1> .EO. 'E' GO TO 26010 
IF ( FIELDl1> .EO. ' ' ) THEN 
I = I +i 
IF C I .GT. NPTS-1 I= 0 
ELSE 
DECODE ( 98001, FI£LD<1>, ERR=26020 TEMP 
UAREACUAINDX,ll = TEMP 
60 TO 26030 
f'RINT 99006 
COHTINUE 
END IF 
GO TO 26040 
ELSE 
PRINT 99009 
[K[lff 
PRINT 98051 
GO TO 26060 
PRINT 99001 
CONHNUE 
ENDIF 
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C foplet1entin·3 l•ECONVOLUTION coMM".1nds. 
C s:•i:a:a=:::c:::r::::====&::i::-:i::~=====;:;~:i::c::.:::.::.::s:c:i::::.=a 
c 
c 
C 1M[Jlt!nentin9 DECOHV1 • 
. C -----------------------
C 
c 
27010 
c 
c 
27020 
c 
c 
27040 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(1) .EQ. 'DECONV1' I THEN 
DO 27010 I = O,NPTS-1 
REDATMIH > = UAREA( 1, I) 
UDATA<I+1) = UAREA<2,I) 
CONTINUE 
CALL FFT ( REDATA, UDATA, N ) 
DO 27020 l = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<t,11 = REDATA(l+1) 
UAREA<2, I> = UDATAC I+ll 
REDATA<I+1> = UAREACJ,I> 
UDATACI+1) = UAREAC4,l) 
COllTINUE 
CALL FFT ( REDATA, UDATA, M 
DO 27040 I = O,tlPTS-1 
UAREACJ,II = REDATA(lt1) 
UAREA<4,Il = UDATA(l+1) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98053 
C 1Mpletientin'3 DECONV2 COf'll'l<md. 
c -------------------~------~-
c 
c 
27050 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<t) .EO. 'DECONV2' THEN 
DO 27050 I = O,NPTS-1 
TEMP = UAREA < 1, ll*WAREA< 1, I )+UAREAC2, l HUARCAC2, I> 
Re = UARfAC3,ll 
lt1 = UAVi::AC4,II 
UA~EAC3,ll 'Re*UAREAC1,Il+lM't'U1;REA<2,Ill I TEMP 
UAREAC4,ll = <IM*UAREAC1,Il-Re*UAREAC2,lll I TEMP 
CONTINUE 
PR Ill T 98054 
C 1Mpl<!r.entin'3 DECONV3 COMl'lan•j. 
c ----~----~------------~--~-
c 
c 
27060 
c 
c 
27070 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELDC1) .EQ. 'DECONV3' ) THEN 
DO 27060 I = O,Nl'TS-1 
.J:EDATACI+l) = UAREAC3,l) 
UDATA(l+1l = UAREA<4,I> 
CONTINUE 
CALL IN'JFFT < ~EDATA, UDATA, M > 
DO 27070 I = O,NPTS-1 
UAREA<l,1) = REDATACI+ll 
UAREA(2,II = UDATACI+l) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98055 
c 1MpleMentin'3 llELP CO~Mand. 
c r.====~====================== 
c 
(; 
c 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(l) .EO. 'HELP' ) THEN 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
If· ( FIELDC2l .Ea. ) THEN 
PRINT 98061 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> .Ea. '1' THEN 
PRINf 98057 
ELSE IF < FIELD<2l .EO. '2' THEN 
PIUtlT 98058 
ELSE IF ( FlELDC2l .EO. '3' THEN 
PRINT '78059 
ELSE IF I FIELDC2> .EO. '4' THEN 
PRINT 98060 
ELSE IF I FIELD<2> .ED. 'ALL' ) 
PRINT 98057 
PAUSE 'Type CR for ne:<t pa•3e." 
PRINT 98058 
PAUSE 'Type CR for next pa3e.' 
PRINT 980S9 
PAUSE "Type CR for next page." 
PRINT 98060 
ELSE 
f'R INT 98061 
l::NDIF 
THEN 
c IMpleMenting NOISE+ COMM<lw.f. 
C c============================= 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
. ELSE IF < FIELDC1l .Ea. "NOISE+' ) THEN 
IF ( FIELDC2> .Ea. 'WA1' ) THEN 
llAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF C FIELDC2l .EQ. "WA2" THEN 
UAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF C FIELD<2> .Ea. "WA3' THEN 
llAIHDX = 3 
ELSE IF C FIELDC2l .Ea. 'WA4' THEN 
UAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
tlAINDX = 0 
END IF 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELDC3>, ERR=28010 ) TEMP 
DECODE ( 98001, FIELDC4>, ERR•28010 Jr 
DECO[IE ( 98001, FIELD<S>, ERR=28010 ) REDATACI> 
CALL RANDN < REI!ATA, NPTS, O., TEMP > 
DO 28020 I = O,NPTS-1 
llAREACWAINDX, Il = WAREACWAINDX, I I + r * REDATA <1+1> 
28020 COMTINUE 
c 
PRINT 98063, UAINDX 
GO TO 28030 
28010 PRINT 99010 
28030 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c lMpleMentin3 PLOT COMMand. 
c c=====E===================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE If ( FIELD< 1) .EU. 'PLOT' l WEN 
IF < FIELD<2l .EO. "WA1" > THEN 
llAINDX = 1 
ELSE IF < flELD<2> .EO. "UA2" THEN 
UAINDX = 2 
ELSE IF ( FIELD<2> .Ea. 'WA3' THEN 
llAINDX = 3 
ELSE lF ( FIELD (2) .EO. 'IJA4' THEN 
llAINDX "' 4 
ELSE 
llAillDX eo 0 
f'R INT 99005 
END IF 
'IF < WA!NDX .~E. 0 ) THEN 
DO 29010 I ~ O,NPTS-1 
l 11iTA( I l " \J:'lREA<UriINDX, Il 
29010 CONfHlUE 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
31010 
c 
c 
c 
' 
PRINT 90065 
PRINT 98066 
R£AD ( 8, 98006 l COMAND 
CALL .UNfLD < COMAND, CLNGTH, FIELD, FLNGTH, NFLIIS 1 ERRFLG ) 
XLADEL " FIELD< I) 
PRINT 98067 
READ ( a, 98006 ) CONANn 
CALL l.IHFLll < COMND, CUlGTH, FIELD, FLNGrH, NFLI•S 1 Ei\RFLG I 
YLABEL; FIELD<1l 
PRINT 98068 
READ < 8, 98006 l COMAND 
CALL LINfLD < COMAND, CLNGTH, FIE.LD, FLNGTH, NFLDS, ERRFLG 
PTITLE c FIELD<1> 
PRINT 98069 
READ 98001, XAXIS, YAXIS 
tRINT 98070 
READ 98001, XMAX, XMIN, YMAX, YKIN 
· · PRINT 98071 
READ 98072, GDPNAM 
Initiate plot. 
CALL NEWPAG 
CALL PAGNAM 
CALL SLICIT 
YllAX, XLABEL, 
GDPNAM ) 
AXIS, DATA~ XAXIS, YAXIS, XNIN, XMAX, YKIN, 
20 1 YLABEL, 20, PTITLE, 20, NPTS I 
PRINT 98073, WAINDX · 
ENDIF 
l11plenentin'3 BAYDECRS col'tt'land. 
ELSE IF ( FIELD(1) .EO. 'BAYDECRS' l THEN 
DECODE < 98001 1 FIELD<2l l NTIKES 
Setting g=y. 
DO 31010 I= 1,NPTS-1 
WAREAC3,I) = WAREAC2,Ii 
CONTINUE 
DO 31020 N = 1,NTIMES 
C Calculating p=x*g. 
c ------------------~ 
c 
31040 
31030 
c 
c 
c 
c 
31050 
c 
c 
c 
c 
31070 
31060 
c 
DO 31030 l = O,NPTS-1 
PRSMll=O. 
DO 31040 J = O,NPTS-1 
SHIFT = l - J 
IF (SHIFT .LT. 0 l SHIFT"' SHIFT+NPTS 
l'RSA<I l "' PRSA(I l + VAREA( 1,.Jl*WAREA<3,SHIFT> 
CONTINUE 
CONTH!UE. 
Caltulatin·3 s=y/p. 
DO 31050 I = O,NPTS-1 
SRSA<Il = UAREAC2,II I f~SA<Il 
CONTINUE 
Ca!culatin·a p~xis. 
DO 31060 I = O,NPTS-1 
PRSl\(I) = O. 
DO 31070 J = O,NPTS-1 
SttlFT " MOD( HJ,NPTS> 
f·f<~i{I( I l •• f'HSA<I > + WAl~EA( 1,J> >t-SRSACSHIFT) 
CO~T HWE 
CONTINUE 
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c 
31080 
.c 
31020 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
c 
Calculating 'J=9.p 
DO 31060 I • O,NPTS-1 
UAREAl3, I> "' UARl::AC 3, l) it: PRSAII) 
CONTINUE 
conTINUE 
PRINT 98075 
PRINT *•' usin·3 real space appro<Kh.' 
c lMpleftentin·;:i CORREL COMMand. 
C s================~============ 
c 
c 
c 
32020 
32010 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE IF C FIELDC1) .Ea. 'CORREL' THEN 
DO 32010 I = O,NPTS-1 
IJAREA<3,l) = O. 
DO 32020 J = O,NPTS-1 
SHIFT= HODCI+J,NPTSI 
UAREA<3,I> = tJAREAC3,I> + IJAREAC1,Jl*WAREAC2,SHIFT> 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 98085 
c lMpleMentin'il SUH COMMcH1•j. 
c =========================== 
c 
c 
c 
C. 
c 
c 
ELSE IF < FIELDC1) .EO. 'SUH' ) THEN 
IF C FIELDl2) .ED. 'tJA1' > THEN 
l.JAINr•x = 1 
ELSE IF < FIELDl21 .EQ. 'UA2' THEN 
UAINDX = 2. 
ELSE IF < Flf.LD<2l .Ea. 'UA3' THEN 
llAINDX = 3 
ELSE IF < flELDC2l .Ea. 'IJA4' THEN 
UAINDX = 4 
ELSE 
PRINT 99005 
IJAINDX = 0 
END IF 
IF ( WAINDX .NE. 0 l THEN 
lEHP = O. 
DO 33010 I = O,NPTS-1 
TEMP "' TEMP + WAREACWA!NDX, I l 
33010 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 98087, WAINDX, TE"P 
END IF 
C lMpleMentin9 STOP CCMMan1. 
C c===========~==;::=========== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE· IF < FIELDC1> .EO. 'STOP' > THEN 
PRINT 98007 
STOP 
C Printing error Messa9e if COMM<md h unreco-3nizable. 
C cm•E~cs~c~~~r~~~=~3======~~=cz;=•~~=;•===~~#==~=~~~==~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ELSE 
PRUIT 99004 
ENO IF 
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c 
c 
C Going back for next COMMi:tnd. 
C ~~a====~~=~c====~~~cc===~;==== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
60 TO 90001 
f 0 R Ii A T 
98001 FORMAT 
c 
S T A T E M E H T S • 
98002 FOHMAT ( 8(3X,Ft2.6l 
c 
98003 FORMAT 
c 
tH1,l,3X,'WAVEPACK Vt.3 1216/81',///) 
98004 FORMAT ( l,3X,'Type HELP .to list COMM<tnds'l 
c 
98005 FORMAT 
c 
3X,'ENTER COMMAND') 
98006 FORMAT ( ABO l 
c 
98007 FORMAT l,3X,'WAVEPACK TERMINATED goodbye! ',I I/) 
c 
98008 f ORMAT 
c 
98009 FORMAT 
c 
l,3X,'WA',11,' 
I ,3X,·'~!A' ,11,' 
saved in store nUMber ',I 1,1> 
returned froM store nuMber ',11,ll 
98010 FORMAT < /,3X,'WA',11,' "l<lbel is ',~12 ) 
c 
c 
98012 FORMAT 
c 
98013 FORMAT 
c 
/,3X,'Store ',It,' has ll:ibel ',A12 ) 
l,5X,'LABEL LISTS ARE:',l,4X,18<'='l,// 
98014 FORMAT l,3X,'WA',lt,' stored in ',A12 ) 
c 
98015 FORMAT 
c 
recalled froM ',A12 
98016 FORMAT l,3X,'UA',ll,' stored in store ',12 > 
c 
98017 FORMAT 
c 
96018 fORMAT 
c 
98019 FORMAT 
c 
98020 FORtiAT 
' & 
' & 
' & 
c 
98021 FORMAT 
c 
98022 FORMAT 
c 
98023 FORi\AT 
c 
98024 FORMAT 
c 
98025 fORHAT 
c 
98026 fOl{MAT 
' c 
98027 FORMAT 
c 
9S029 f omiAT 
c 
90030 FORMAT 
c 
98031 FOf\M!iT 
c 
I ,3X, '~!A', 11,' recalled froM store ',12 
l,3X,'rFT COMp1.1ted with Re= WAI and lf'I 
I, 3X, '!NVFFT c0Mp1.1ted vi th Re = WAI cind IM = IJA2' 
/,3X,'Uindow codes are :', 
/,SX,'I - Zero order window.', 
l,SX,'2 - First order window.', 
l,SX,'3 - Hannin·3 window.', 
l,SX,'4 • H<1Mt1in-3 window.', 
/,SX,'S - Illad.M<1n window.··, 
// ,3X, 'ENTER window code,window centre )))') 
I ,3X, 'Window nuf'lber ',It,' applied. to IJA' ,It l 
/,3X,'Rectan·3ular to polar conversion carried out.' 
I ,JX>Tol.ar to rectan·3•.1l<1r conversion carr1e•:l out.' 
l,3X,'Convolution of UA3 = UA1 * WA2 carrie•:I out.' 
l,3X,'UA',11,' Folded about the central point.' 
I ,3X,"'UA/ ,11 ,' set equcil to ',F12.6,' froM ', 
13,' to ',13,' incll!slve.' > 
I ,3X,'UA1 and WA2 values have been exc.h<tn·i!ed.' ) 
/,3X,'UA',11•' nor•mlized by fact.01• = ',F24.6 
l,3X,'Sine t1·<1nsforM applkd to UA' ,11 ) 
l,3X,'Arcsine transforM applled to W1~·· ,11 
9C032 FOHMf\T l,JX,'Wfl·',11•' rot<ited ',13,' positions right,' 
c 
96CJ:; rcRllflT l,3X,'wA' ,11,' rot.<1ted ',13,' position;; left.' I 
c 
c 
·9B03!.i roRMtH ( I ,3X, '>JA·', 11,' ~el. e-;iu'l to Wf,·', rt ) 
c 
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96036 FOIU1AT( l,3X,'U"1 set equal to UA2 fro11 ',13, 
& ' to ', 13,' inclusive. ' ) 
c 
90037 FORMAT 
& 
c 
90038 FORMAT 
c 
'i'B039 FORMAT 
c 
98040 FORMAT 
c 
90041 FORMAT 
c 
98042 FORMAT 
c 
90043 FORMAT 
c 
90044 FORMAT 
c 
90045 FORMAT 
c 
. 98046 FORMAT 
c 
98047 FORMAT 
c 
98048 FORMAT 
c 
l,JX,'IJA2 set equal to UA1 fro,'\ ',13, 
'.to ',13,' inclusive. ' > 
l,JX,'WA1 g IJA1 * UA2' 
/ 13X,'UA1 = UA1 I UA2' 
/ 1 3X,'IJA1 = UA2 I UA1' 
/ 13X,''UA1 UA1 + UA2' 
l,3X,'UA1 UA1 - UA2' 
l,3X,'UA1 UA2 - UA1' 
UA1 *',F12.6 
l,3X,'WA1 = UA1 r,F12.6 
l,3X,'UAI IJA1 +',F12.6 
/,3X,'UA1 UAl -',F12.6 
1 / UA1' I 
98049 FORMAT 
c 
l,3X,'SUBSTITUTE MODE - type E to exit.' I 
98050 FORMAT 
c 
l,3X,A12,'<',I3,') =',F12.6 I 
98051 FORMAT 
c 
/ 13X,·'SUBSTITUTE MODE ter11inated.' 
98053 FORMAT l,3X,'IJA1 
I, 3X, 'UA3 
Re <F<x» 
Re <F<y» 
Uf.12 
IJA4 
In <F(x))', 
Ir1 <F<yl>'I & 
C' 
98054 FORMAT 
c 
l,3X,'UA3 IM <F(y)/F(xl)') 
9C055 FORMAT 
& 
l,3X,'UA1 
6X,'UA2 
Re< lF[F<yl/F(x)l >', 
IM< JF[f(yl/F(:dJ )') 
c 
c 
98057 FORMAT ( l,3X,'The IJAVEPACK COMMands are :',/12X,28<'-'l,I, 
& / 1 3X,'xxx - UA1, IJA2, UA3 or IJA4 only.', & / 1 3X,'yyy - IJA1 or UA2 only.', 
& /,3X,'A - <in inte·3er 0 <=A<= NPTS-1', 
l / 1 3X,'B - an inte•3er A<= B <= NPTS-1' 1 
& / 1 3X,'N - an inte·3er, store nl!Mber', 
I /,3X,'C - any real nuMber.' 1 
&//,5X, .... SAVE,N,:-~!<;·: - stores work area x:<x in"', 
& 'Fortran file N+lO', 
& l,5X,~RETN,N,x!<X - recalls work area xxx f\"Ot'l ', 
) & 'Fortran file N+10', 
c 
& / 15X, 'STO ,N,xxx - store wor~, area xx:< in teMporary ', 
& '~tore N', 
& l,5X,"RCL,N,:<;·!!< - recall work area x;<x froM tertporary ', 
& 'store N', 
1.// 1 5X,'1.LADEL - lists all the user defined labels', 
i l,5X,'SLABEL,xxx,label - sets label of work area xxx•, 
I / 1 SX,'SLABEL,N - sets label of store nuMber N', 
I l,SX,'RLABEL,xxx - prints current label of work cirea xxx', 
& / 1 SX,'RLABEL,N - prints cl!rrent label Cir sto1·e N' > 
98058 FORMAT < //,5X,'PR1NT,x:<x - prints .jata in work area 
& 1 'on screen', 
c 
& / 1 5X,'PRINTF,xx:< - prints d<1ta in wo1•k area xxx into ', 
I 'printfile', 
& I ,5X, 'Gf\AF'H,:<:<:< - 9t'c1phs data in work area in work ·area ', 
& 'xxx on screen', 
& /,5X,'GRr1PHr ,:c'~< - •3raphs data in work area xxx into ' 
I ,'printrile', 
&II ,5X, 'FFT - coMputes the Fast Fourier Transforr1 with', \ 
I / 1 SX,' UA 1 = Re<:<> , WA2 = IM<:<)·', 
I l,SX,'INVFFT - coMputes the Inverse FFT dat.a as for FFT', 
I / 1 5X,'IJINDOW,xx:< - cipplies window t.o wod<. area xxx', 
I / 1 5X,'R-P - rect.c1t1•3ular to polar conversion', 
I / 1 5X 1 ' WA1=Re, UA2"'1M -·> WAl=r, WA2=0', 
& /,5X,'P-R - polar to rect<on·Jular co1w•~1·s1off', 
1 l,5X,' ~JA1=1·, ~!A'.:!=O -·) w.~l=Re, Wt'.>IM', 
I /,SX,'CONV - convolves lJA1 an•:t WA2 re;ult in UA3', 
I l,5X,'PECONV1 - COMputes first sta9e of deconvolution•, 
& / ,5X, ·'IJECOIN2 - COMputes seco1KI sta•3e of deconvolution' 1 
& I, SX, 'DECONV3 - cor1putes third s ta·3e of deconvolution') 
98059 FORHl\T ( l,SX,'EXCH - exchan~s the cont•~nt.s of Uti1 ' 
& ,";::md UA2"', 
& I ,SX, 'f"lll.,:·:::x,C,A ,I! - set,; 1:ork <WC<1 xxx equ<1l to C • 
& ,'fron A lo!!', 
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& / ,5x; 'NORM,x~x - nm·1101lizes work area x:<x', 
t. l,~iX,'SINE,:«:<x - sine trmv_;fo1·Ns work <orea xxx', 
l l,SX,'ARCSH<E,xx:< - tr<111sfor11s ~ol·k <•rea xxx usi11'3' 
& , 'arcsine tra11sfor11', 
g' / 1 '5X,'ROTAff,x:<x,A ·- rot<1tes ~mrk area xxx A ti11es•, & //,3X,'ARITHMETIC COMMANDS:', 
& / ,~iX, ·'LlA1 •>::<;: - sets UA 1 •!•1ual to vork area xxx•, 
' 1,sx, 'UA2~x:<:< - + UA2 + t + .. + , , 
l l,5X,'UAJ=xxx + UA3· + + + + + ', 
& l,5X,~UA4=xxx - + UA4 + + + + ', 
I / 1 5X,'SU.At=llA2,A,B - equates UA1 to WA2 fror~ A to B', 
I / 1 5X,'SUA2=UAI ,A,B - + WA2 + WAl + + + + 
I /,5X,'UA1=UA1*WA2 UA1=WA1/WA2 WA1=UA2/UA1', 
& l,5X,'UA1=WA1+WA2 UA1=WA1-WA2 WA1=WA2-UA1', 
& l,5X,'UAl=WA1*,C WA1=WA1/,C WA1=UAl+,c•, 
& l,5X,'WA1=WA1-,C UA1=1/UA1' l 
98060 FORMAT < l,5X,'SIJBST,xxx,A - entei· substitute Mode • 
& , '11i th xxx <it ele11ent A', 
g /,5X,'STOP - terMinates UAVEF'ACK', 
l /,SX,'HELP,A - prints these co1111ands or page A only' 1 
, 
' 
l l,5X,'NOISE+,x:<x,stdev,<111plit,seed - adds noise to xxx• 
& l,5X,'SUH,xxx - coMputes the SUftMation of all the data • 
l ,'eleMents of work area xxx.• 
& / 1 5X,'BAYUE'CRS,N - i11pleftents Bayesian deconvolution N tiMes' 
& I, SX, 'CORREL - co11putes crosscorrelation of UA1 and UA2', 
I • result in WA3.' l 
c 
90061 FORMAT < l,3X,'Index to coMMands :•,I, 1X,22<'-'l, • 
& l,5X,'pa9e 1 storin3 and recallin·3 data, label coMMan•js', 
& /,5X,'pa•3e 2 displayin-3 results,si·3nal processin·3', 
& l,5X,'pa9e 3 sine transforMs,arilhr,etic cor111an•:ls', 
& l,5X,'pa9e 4 sLtbstitute,help,stop COMMands', 
& ll,5X,'TYPE- HELP,A where.A= desire•:! page nttMber',/l 
c 
98063 FORMAT 
c 
98075 FORMAT 
c 
98065 FORMAT 
c 
98066 FORMAT 
c 
98067 FORMAT 
c 
98068 FORMAT 
c 
98069 FORMAT 
& 
c 
98070 FORMAT 
c 
98071 FORMAT 
c 
98072 rORMAT 
c 
98073 FORl1AT 
c 
98085 FORMAT 
c 
98087 FORMAT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
99001 FORMAT 
a 
c 
99002 FORMAT 
t 
c 
99003 FORMAT 
c 
99004 FORMAT 
c 
99005 FORMAT 
a 
c 
99006 FORMAi' 
' c 
99007 FORMAT 
' c 
99008 FORMAT 
& 
c 
~9009 HlRliA'f 
' c 
99010 FOF:M 1 
c 
[ND 
ENP f!F !'!LE 
/,3X,'Noise added to WA',I1 l 
l,3X,'Bayesian deconvolution carried out' 
l,JX,'GDP plotting interface.• 
I ,3X, 'ENTER » :<axis-label' 
l,3X,'ENTEf< » ya:<is-label' 
l,3X,'ENT£R >> plot-title' 
I ,3X, 'ENTER » <•>:es length in CMS. xaxis-len'3lh' 
,' ,yaxis-le11'3lh' l 
l,3X,'ENTER >> XMax,xMin,yMax,yMin' ) 
l,JX,'ENTER >> GDP page n<'!Me for this plot• I 
< A12 l 
I ,3X, 'IJA·', 11,' plotted.' 
/,3X,.'Correlation of UA3 WA1 ! LIA2 carried out.'> 
l,3X,'Su11 of <111 the ele11ents of UA',I1,' = ',F12.6l 
l,3X,'*** ERROR - contents of field 3 is', 
•unrecognizable ***' 1 / l 
/,3x,'*** ERROR - contents of field 2 out', 
' Gf range ***',/ l 
I ,3X, '*** ERROR - COftMand syntax '**' ,ll 
I ,3X, '*''" ERROR - unreco·3nizable coMM<1nd ***' ,n 
l,3X,'***ERROR - contents of field 2 •, 
'unreco·3niz<1ble *'•*',I ) 
l,3X,'**• ERROR - content~ of field 1 ' 
, 'unreco·3nizable *'•'''' ) 
I, 3X, '*'''• ERF:OR - contents of fiel•j 4 ', 
•unreco3nfzable ***',/ > 
/,3x,•~,•• ERROR - contents of field 5 •, 
'lmrec.o~~niz<1b le **' ... ,I ) 
I, 3X, ·~'** nmoR -· contrnts of f i "'l d 3 ', 
"out of ri1ng~ •=•·:•-" ) 
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·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
,c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TITLE: LINFLD 
Df.SCFUPTI ON: 
This subroutine accepts <rs input a ctrm·acter variable·containin~~ 
lhe input rari:I just read. LINFUl then bre<rl<.s up the inp•.1t car•::l 
into fieli:ls separated by coMM<rs and returns these flel•js to the 
calling progra~. TerMination of input occurs when the first 
blank in the input string is detected. An error flag is availa-
ble if ~eeded. All the fieMs <ire cleared and the enor flas 
is set or cleared. 
lhe call line is 
CALL LINFLD ( LINEIH, LLNGHT, f'L[IOUT, FLNGTH, NFLI•S, ERRFLG 
The paraMeters are : 
LINEIN - a character v<1ri<1?le cont<:1inin·3 the input record (input). 
lLNGTH - an integer specifyin-;:i the nuMber of char<1cters in LIHEIN 
Must be set to 80 in the Main progr<•M < i nputl. 
fl[IOUT - a character <1rray of •jiMension NFLIIS <inp•.1tl. 
FLNGTH - an inte3er specifyin·3 the McrXiMUM nuMber of alpham1Meric 
characters in e;;rch FLOIJUT ch<1racte1' v:ariable. ML1st be 
set to 20 in the M<rin prO'Jl'<rM Cinputl. 
NFLIJS - an inte3er specifyin-;:i the nuMber of char:,;1cter w1riables 
in the FL!•OUT ch<1r<1cter Cll'l'<ry, prob-;rbly set <1s a p<1r<1Meter 
in the r.ain pro·3r<rM (input). 
ERRFLG - an inte•3er set by the subrouti11e 
0 no e1·ro1' 
1 : error 
l\n error "''Y arise if the specified field len·3th or line 
' length is exceeded. 
In the Main pro·3r<"" the required •fafinitions are: 
CHARACTER LINE!Nt80, FLIIOIJH20 ( 1 :NFLIIS l 
CALLS : nothing 
COr•E : 
SUf!ROIJTINE LINFLII C LINEIN, LLHGTH, Fll!OIJT, FLNGTH, NFLDS, 
& ERRfLG l 
C Definin•3 the V<1ri<1bles use•j. 
c ============================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
INTEGER 
lllTEGER 
LLNGTH, FLNGTH, NFLDS, ERl\FLG 
CCOUNT, FCOUNT, F LIINO, I, J 
CHARACTEF< LINEIN*80, FLitOUT*20 <l:NFLDSl 
C Initializin3 varia~les. 
c ================~======== 
c 
ERRFL6 = 0 
110 100 1=1 ,NFLitS 
FLIIOUT< I> = 20H 
100 CONTINUE 
c 
fL[INO = 1 
CCOUNT 1 
I • FCOUNT = 1 
c 
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C Sorti11~ th.? fic•lds froM the input reco•••j, 
C c::s: == f'i z~ ==~==:.:.::-::;;::::.;:::=Ml:.:::.:i;i;::::-.-.:::::.::::;:::::; :=:A;;o=.:::;:;.::i 
c 
S5 IF ( LINEIIHCCOIJNT :CCOUNTl .rn. ' ' ) 'HiEN 
c· 
c 
c 
RETURU 
ELSE 
IF ( LlNEIN!CCOIJIH:CCOUNTl 
fCOUNT = 1 
flltNO = FlltN0+1 
CCOUNT = CCUUNT +1 
.EO. 
IF ( fLltNO .GT. NFLDS THEN 
E.RF:FUl = 1 
RETUr\N 
ELSE 
GO TO SS 
END IF 
ELSE 
, , 
I JHl:N 
fLllllUT<FLDNOl <FCOUNT:FCOUNT> LINEHHCCOUNT:CCOUNTl 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
FCOUNT = FCOUN1+1 
CCOUNT = CCOUNT+l 
IF ( FCOUNT .GT. FLNGTH .OR. CCOUNT .GT. LLNGTH lHEN 
. EF:RFLG = 2 
RETURN 
ELSE 
GO TO 55 
ENDIF 
END IF 
END IF 
E'W 
END OF FILE 
-> 
C TITLE GRAF'HW 
c 
C DE.SCRIPTION : 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED AS A DRIVER ROUTINE FOR THE 
C GRAF'H~ S!.IBf:OUTINE WHICH PRINTS A CHARACTER GG:AF'H 
C O~ THE VDU SCRE.EN. THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS AS INPUT 
C lHE DATA ARPAY TO BE F'LOlTED AN[I NORi1rilISES·IT BE-
C FORE FLOTTINU. IT CALLS GRAPHV. 
c 
c 
C Cf1LLS : G~AF'HV 
c 
C lHE CALL LINE IS 
c 
C CALL GRAPHlJ < AXIS, DATA, YEXP, XEXP, NPTS, I•E'JICE l 
c 
C H.RAMETERS : 
c 
C AXIS - A REAL (1F.f\AY OF DIMENSION t<F'TS CONTAIHING THE 
C X AXIS VALUES. 
c 
c DATA - (i RE(il Al':r:AY Of DIMENSION NPTS cm~TAINING THE 
C Y AXIS VALUES. 
c 
C YEXP - A 12 CHARACTER TITLE. 
c 
C XEXP - A 72 CHARACTER TITLE. 
c 
C NPTS - l\N lNTF.GEf\ SFECIFYING THE ~UMBER OF f'OINTS TO 
C H f'LOTTF.fJ. 
c 
C DEVICE - AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE DEVICE TO WHICH 
C TH< OIJff'U r IS TO l!E SENT • 
c 
C COJ)E : 
c 
c 
c 
SUFll\OUTINE Gf\Af'HW ( AXIS, JIAfA, YEXP, XEXP, NF'TS, [1£VICE 
C DEF JN ING THE VAr:IM<LES TO l!E IJS£II 
c ='===========~==~===========~====~= 
c 
c 
c 
c 
JMPL.ICIT COMPLEX (A - Zl 
lNTEGrn NPT!:i, I, DEVICE 
i\Er1L AXlS <O:~ff'JS-1), DATA <O:Nc"IS-1 l 
!(EHL l[)f', flU I fOM 
NlAL MAXX, Ml~X, M~XY, MINY 
Cf1AHACT Ul YUi" ~· 12. xc.;w ~· ?2 
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C CONPUTJNG THE LIMITS Of ll1E Gr\Af·fl 
C ~~=:===~~~~=====c:c=~==~==~===~===~ 
c 
c 
c 
HAXX • l\XIS (0) 
HINX • AXIS <O> 
KAXl' • MTA (0) 
t1HIY O. 
DO 100 I = O,NPTS-1 
IF C DATA <I> .GT. MAXY 
lf C DATA <Il .LT. MINY 
If C AXIS Cil .GT. MAXX 
IF C AXIS CI) .LT. MINX 
MAXY = MTA Cll 
MINY = llA rn <I> 
MAXX = AXIS <I l 
KINX =AXIS II) 
100 COtHINUE 
c 
c 
C SETTING THE GRAPH LHITS 
c ========================== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TOP= C MAXY - MINY l * .1 + KAXY 
E<OTTOM = MINY - <MAXY - MINY> • .1 
CALL 6Rl\PHV ( AXIS, DATA, YEXP, XEXP, MINX, 
& MAXX, BOTTOM, TOP, Nl';TS, ' ' DEVICE l 
RETURN 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
C TITLE : 
c 
GRl\F'HV 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DESCRIPTION : 
lHlS SUIJROUl INE F'RINTS A CHAf':AClER GRAPH ON A STANDARD 
24 LINE VDU SCREEN. lHE USER HAS THE CHOICE Of SF'ECl-
fYlti!J THE CHARAClERS WHICH WILL MAKE UP THE f'RINTED 
CURVE OR ALLOUING THE PROGRAM 10 IMPLEMENT A FORK OF 
BEST CHARACTER FIT USING • , • OR • 
THE CALL LINE IS : 
CALL GRAPHV ( X, Y, YEXF', XEXF', XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, 
YMAX, NF'TS, CHAR ) 
PARAMETERS 
X - A REAL ARF:AY OF :JUENSION 'NF'TS ·' CONTAINING THE X-
COORDINATES Of (•LL lHE POINTS TO k F'LOTTEII. 
ARRAY DIMENSION SHOULD BE < O:NF'TS-1 J. 
C Y - A REAL ARRAY OF D !MENS ION ·'NF'TS·' CONTAINiliG THE Y-
C COORlilN!\TES OF ALL THE f'OINTS TO i<E f'LOTTED. 
C ARRAY DIHENSION SHOULD BE ( O:NF~S-1 l. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
YEXP - A STRING OF 12 CHAEACiERS IN LENG'TH WHICH WILL 
BE PRINTED AS THE Y-AXIS TITLE. 
XEXP - A STF:ING OF 72 CHARACTERS IN LENGTH Wi-ilCH WILL 
BE PRINTED AS lHE X-AXIS TITLE. 
XMIN - A REAL VALUE, THE SMALLEST VALUE OF 
f'LOTTEB. 
XMl\X - A REAL VALUE, THE LARGEST VALUE OF 
PLOllED. 
X lO E<E 
X lO E<E 
C YHIN - A REAL VALUE, THE SMLLEST VALUE OF T TO l<E 
C PLOTTED. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
YMAX - A REAL VALUE, THE LARGEST VALUE OF Y TO !IE 
i'l01T[[I. 
NPTS - «N INTEGER, THE lOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS TO l<E 
PLOTTED. 
CH1)t\ - A CH(tRi'tCTf:t\ Sll';ING, lJ•'JI:: CHAl~ACTt:K IN 
THIS ltlDICA!ES TO ·'GRAt'HV' WHICH TH'f OF 
TE RS A!\ E fO BE USED TO F'f·:I Nf l HE CUl\1JE • 
IF : 
LENGTH. 
!:HAR = 'any c11rn·acter' - THE SPECIFIED 
(;HM:1~C'I ER IS 
US£Ii. 
CHAr<:: 'tl.-011<.' - ET!HER A • ,. ' UlLL DE 
USEll [IJ ACHH\IE A £1F.S I 
Fl I. 
Vf.ViCE - Nl lN!El;~R !'F'[l:Jf YJNf; lW: f1EV.llY lfl l.1HJCH !HE 
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c 
C CODE : 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINF. GRAFH'J < X, Y, YEXP, i'.E/f', XMIN, XMAX, 
& YMIN 1 YtlHX, llPTS, CHAR, (1[VJCI:: 
C DEF IN ING THE VARIAIJLE 5 TO BE USED. 
c =======~=======================~=== 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX <A - Zl 
PARAMETER XSTEF' = 14, YSTEP = 5 
PARAMETER WlUTH = 4 * XSfEP + 1, LcHGTH = 4 * YSTEf' + 
INTEGER I, J, NF'TS 
INTEGER XCOORD, YCOORD, YTEMP, DE'-J!CE 
REAL X <O:NPTS-ll, Y <O:NPTS-1) 
REAL XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX 
REAL XLABEL (5l 
CHARACTER * 1 GRAPH ( LENGTH, WIDTH 
CHARACTER * 12 YLABEL < LENGTH 
CHAF:ACTER YEXf' * 12, XEXf' * 72 
CHARACTER * 1 CHAR, PCHAR 
CHARACTER * 1 AF'f'ROX < 3 l 
C IN THE ABO'JE llff INITION BLOCf( THE H<r'IJ1 PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ARE DEFINCD ALC<~G WI IH SEVEl\AL lNlHN;-<L •JAF:IABLES 
AND INTE~NAL PARAMETERS. 
LOCf\L VARIA!lLES AND PARAMETERS 
XSTEP - Ti1E N1Ji1BER OF PRINT CHM:ACTERS BETUEEN 
THE X [l!SfANCE MAF:f:EF:S. 
YSTEP - THE NUMBER OF PRINT CHARACTEF:S BETUEEN 
THE Y DISTANCE MARf(ERS. 
UIDTH - GRAPH IJI[ITH AS DEFlNED IN TERMS OF XSTEP 
LENGTli -· CRAF-'H LENGTH DEFINED IN TERMS OF YSTEP 
I , J - 1'0 LOOP RUNNING VARIAE<LES 
XCOORD , YCOORD - M:RHY INDICES FCR THE CAR-
TESIAN TYPE COORDI~~lES OF lHE 
POINT UNDER CONSH•:::RA fl ON 
YTEMF' - TEMF'ORARY INTEGER VALUE 
XLAIJEL - THE FIVE DIST1~NCE MAR~:ERS ro f<E PRINTED 
FOR THE X - AXIS • 
CHARACTERS : 
GRAPfl - AN ARF:AY IN UHlCH THE CUl~VE A~i[l ITS AXES 
IS GENERAT£fl 
YLABEL - AN ARF:i;Y WH!Cfl CONTAINS THE Y 
Kff<S AIW LABl::l 
AXIS MAR-
\ 
PCllAR - THE ACTUAL CHAF:ACTER REf'RESENTING THE 
CURVE TO l•E fRIN TED. 
Af'H\OX - ;, J-[l!MF..NSIONAL ARRAY CUNTAl!-ilNG * , 
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c 
C Hl!TIALIZ HIG THE VARI ABLES TO BE USED 
c 
c 
c 
c 
APPF\OX 1 , . , 
APPROX 2 "'*' 
APPROX 3 1H' 
(lO 100 I = 1, LENGTH 
YLAIJEL <ll = 12H 
DO 200 J = 1, UlDTH 
GRAPU <I, Jl = 
200 CONTINUE 
c 
100 . CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
C ItRAUING TUE AXES ONTO THE GRAPU 
c ================================= 
c 
c 
300 
c 
c 
400 
c 
c 
c 
DO 300 I= 1, WIItTH 
GRAPU Cl, ll = '-' 
GRAPH <LENGTH, ll = ,_, 
CONTINUE 
DO 400 I= 1, LENGTH 
GRAPH CI, 1 l = 'I' \. ' 
GRAPH CI, WIDTH> = 'I' 
CONTINUE 
I 
DO 500 I= 1, LENGTH, YSTEP 
DO 600 J = 1, WIDTH, XSTEP 
GRAPH <I, J) = '+' 
600 CONllNUE 
c 
500 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C SETTING UP AXIS LABLES AND MRf(EF:S 
c ==================================== 
c 
c 
c 
YLABEL <LENGTH I 2 - 2l YEXf' 
I= 1,5 
& 
DO 700 
XLABEL 
EHCOI1E 
<I> = XMJN + <XMnx - XMINJ * CI - 1) I 4 
<1000, YLABEL < YSTEP • CI - 1l + 1) 
YKIN + CYMAX - YMINl * <5 - Il I 4 
700 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CONTINUE ; 
C ENTERING THE CURVE CHARACTERS INTO THE GfiAF'H ARRAY 
c ===================================="-=============== 
c 
c DO 800 I = O,NPTS-1 
c 
PCHAR = CHAR 
XCOORD = INT < WIDTH * C X<Il - XMIN l I XMAX - XMIN l l + 1 
c 
C TESTING TO DElERMINE IF THE X COORDINATE IS WITHIN 
C THE MAXIMU~ AND MiNIMU~ '.JAL'JES. IF t<OT IT IS SET 
C EQUAL 10 THE CORRESPONDING LIMIT. 
c 
IF .< XCIJORD .GT. Wl[ITH l XCUDRD = UIDTH 
IF XCOIJRD .LT. 1 l XCIJORD = 1 
c 
C TESTING TO DETERMINE ff THE Y COORf•INATE IS WITHIN 
C !HE ilAXIMUH AIW Mi~IMIJ!1 W1LUi::S. IF riOT If IS SU 
c [OUAL ro THE CUH~~S~ONDINU L!Mil. 
c 
c 
c 
YTEMP = INT < 3 * LENGTH • < YI 1) - YMIN l I ( YMo~X - YMIN l ). 
IF 
If" 
YTEMP .GI. 3 *LENGTH - 1 
YTEttP .LI. 0 l YTEMP = 0 
YTEMP = 3 • LENGTH - 1 
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C 11:\'lHtlG IF lHt: 'Of.Sf t'lf·' MIJ':iT PE Wf'LiEll NW IF SO 
C fk!NIHiG THE Cli(illAClEF< UHJCH t•!''f'ROXlMlES IHE C%VE 
C H~l. 
c 
J.F < CHAR .EG. ' ' ) PCHAR "' APF'WX < MOD <Y1HiP, 3> ·t 1 > 
c 
YCOORD " YTEMP I 3 + 1 
c 
C ACTIJl\LLY PLACING THE CHARACTER ON THE GRt'.f'H 
c 
GKAPll ( YCOORD, XCOORD ) = f'CHAR 
c 
600 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C· PRINTING THE GRAPH ON THE VDU SCREEN 
c ====================================== 
c 
C. 
c 
l 
URiTE < DEVICE, 5000 > 
DO 900 I = 1, LEllGfH 
IJRITE < 1'EVICE, 2000 ) 
900 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
IJRITE DEVICE, 3000 
C URITE DEVICE, 4000 
c 
c 
c 
c 
RETURN 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
c ~================= 
c 
4X, FB.2 
YLABEL II ) , ( GRAPH <LENGTH+ 1-I , J) , 
J = I ,•.Jll!TH ) 
XL ABEL 
XEXP 
1000 
2COO 
. 3000 
4000 
5000 
c 
FOf(MAI 
FORMAT 
FOf:l1AT 
FORMAT 
2X, A12, 2X, 70A1 
I 5X, 5<6X, F8.2l l 
< A?2 l 
fORMf'IT <1H1> 
c 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
C TITLE : PRINT V1 .O 
c 
C I•ESCf<I PT! ON 
c 
C lHIS SUl.iROUIINE r'R!NTS OUT NPTS OF P:'tTA ALONG ~ITH 
c lHE INDEX ~ow BY ROU. THt: [IA'fA IS P1'£SfNTED P.ELOU 
C ITS RESPECTIVE INDEX AT B PER LINE. 
c 
C PARAMETERS : 
c 
C NPTS - NliMBE.R OF l!ATA POINTS IN A.":RAY, 
C tlUSl P.f. A l"OWER UF TWO. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DATA - ARRAY CONfl\lNING THE Rg'ELENT PrHA. 
TITLE - A 12 CHARr;c1rn l,JHICH IS usrn AS A HEADING 
I•EVICE - AN INTEGER Sf'EClFYING TO liHICH [1EVIC£ PR!N !OUT 
i S TO .BE SENT < USUAL FOf\TRAN Sf'ECIFl(;A fIONS l • 
C CODE : 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUllf:OUTINE f'RINT <DMt,, Nl-'TS, TI ILE, l•EVICE> 
INITlr!LlZING THE VARIABLES fO BE USt:ll 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX IA - Zl 
INfEGEN NPfS, A, B, DEVICE 
~E{\L J!Af(\ <O:~w·1s-1) 
CHA!'\(;CfER * 12 f !'1 LE 
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C f'RINTINu ntE 1'i'ITA ROl.J llY ROl.J 
c 
c 
l.JRITE ( DE.VICE, 4000 ) 'fI fLE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO 100 A = O,NPTS-8,8 
\Jl~ITE 
URITE 
I•EVICE, 1000 ) 
I•EVICE, 2000) 
100 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c r·RINTitm SOME FLAN!: LINES 
c 
lJRITE ( DEVICE, 3000 ) 
c 
c rnriMAT STATEMENTS 
c 
( F+A , B = O, 7 ) 
( I•ArA (A•B), Is= O, 7 ) 
1000 FOF:M(tl 111 1 ' itAlA INDEX : 3X, 8<I4, 6Xl 
c 
2000 FORMAT l,7X,'DATA ', 8(F10.6, 2Xl l 
c 
3000 FORMAT II > 
c 
4000 FORMAT 
c 
1H1, 111 1 40X, A12, 5X, 'DATA', 1 1 38X, 25('='> l 
RETURN 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
C*0'**** 0t.**** 01°*****ot.ofo*.t.ofo*ofo** 0fo***** 0Ht ... 0***********ofooi 
C THIS SU~ROUT INE COli?UTES THE F1~SI rG'.iRIER 
C TRMiSfORM USING THE COOLEY-lUt:EY i'<LGGr:!T!iM 
C I RAPIX 2 , DECIMATION IN TIME J 
C * t tot i * t t ***** * otof*l*i·ofoolo.f.olooH of.ofoofo.t.ofo.joof4.f4* t ****o"****** 
c 
SUtlF:Ol.ITrnE FFT<X,Y,Ml 
DIMENSION XC1l,YC1) 
HffEGER REF'~DISF; 
f'I"3.141:i927 
N=2.1°*M 
C0t*** THE FOLLOWING SECTION REOl':Drns THE INF'IJT DATA *''*'0 
Cutt SO lHA T THE lR•'tNSFORM MAY BE COi'.FUTEfl IN PLACE ;"** 
c 
NM1=N-1 
J=1 
DO 30 I=1,NM1 
IF<I.GE .J) GO TO 10 
Tl=X<J> 
X<Jl=HI> 
X<I >=Tl 
T2~Y<Jl 
Y<Jl=Y<ll 
Y<I l=T2 
10 l("N/2 
20 IFO:.CiE.J) GO TO 30 
J=J-t: 
f(=t:t2 
GO TO 20 
30 ~J~I: 
c 
C**** THE FOLLOWING CODE ACTUALLY COMPUTES THE ffT *''** 
c 
DO 40 I=l,M 
REf'=2*•I 
DISF'=REF'/2 
AHG=2tf' I/F:Ef· 
llO 40 J=l, ill SF' 
TWF"U-1 l*ARG 
C=COS<r\.IF l 
S=SHHTWFJ 
DO 40 Kl=J,N,~EP 
J2:,1:1 +[ll::if' 
11=C~l(J21+::i~YIJ~l 
12=-5•XCJ2l+C•Y<J2l 
X<J2l-=X0:1 l-fl 
Y<J21=Y<t:1 l-12 
X<t(1 >~xu:1 >+11 
YO:I )=YO:t 1+·12 
40 CONf 1NU£ 
c 
m:'!Lif\N 
END 
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c 
C lHE t'F:OliRAM COMF'lllE5 THE FFT OF THE Ndl• CGrffA!NEi.) 
C IN lllE X i<HD Y ARRAYS. THE X AF:RAY CG:H(11NS J;-;E 
c REAL f'(•Rl Gr Tf'E liAIA MHI IH£ y r1Rt;w,· HiF. IMAIJINARY 
C f'Mn, TllUS A f'OINT .,- r-1 ; B > IS ION fEl'C(I AS 
C X< •• > = A 
C Y< •• > : B 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THE TOTflL t<UMBE.H OF MINTS tiUST BE A f'IJ:Ji;:R or 2 
AUD Ii JS 1 ilE F'GlJtR TO UHICH 2 MUSI £•E r:1USED 
I.E. 2UI\ 
c *~'**·t.* ****''' l ••*******"'* ,,, • ***'''*****''"~. *** ,; * ******•· t *** ****''"'"~-~. * 
C• THIS SLIBWUl !NE COl1F'UTES THE ltNERSE * 
Ct FAST FOURIER fRANSFORi1 r~ND U•LLS THE * 
Ct ABOVE SUBROIJT !NE * 
C ·~ t t $ t. * * 4 * * * t t. * * t t t C• **"*I'** *'f"i*i"f·'~*'~*** '''~'*-<******** * *'~******** 
c 
SUBROUTINE INVrFTCX,Y,M) 
DIMENSION X!1l,Y!1J 
H=2•·*M .. 
DO 1_0 1=1,N 
Y<I i=-YC 1 l 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL rFHX, Y ,Ml 
DO 20 J=l ,N 
X<J>,,X<Jl/N 
20 CONTINUE 
. RETURN 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
C TITLE WINDOW 
c 
c 
C DESCRIPTION : 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THlS SUBROUTINE t•F'PLIES ONE OF FIVE WINf1Q!.JS TO THE 
ARRAY SPECIFIED. i'HE INF'UT ANO OUTPUT ARRAYS MAY 
BE 1H£ SAME P.RRAY. 
C THE CALL LINE IS : 
c 
c 
c 
CALL ~;rnuou ( DrHAIH' DA TOUT, N, L, iJlND ) 
C PARAl1ETHS : 
c 
c 
c 
c 
llATiHN - A REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION N CONTAINING 
THC INF'UT MTA. 
C fJATOUT - A REAL ARF:AY OF fllMENS ION N CONTAINING 
C THE WINDOWED DATA. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
N - AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE r<Ui1BER Of l!ATA. 
L - AN 1N1E6ER SF'ECIFYINS THE tiUMi:<ER OF DA fA 
f'OINTS IN fHE ~!INDOl.J, 
UIND - AN INTEGER 1.'HlCH SF'EC IFYS THE IWi!ltJW TO FE 
APPLIED TO Hit:: DATA. 
• 1 
2 
3 
4 
= 5 
- ZERO DRDER WINDOl.J 
- FIRST ORUER WINDOW 
- llANNING Wli'WOU 
- HAMMING WINDiJW 
- FLACl~MAN WINDOW 
C CODE : 
c 
SUB~:OUTIHE WINDOW < MT1UN, DATOUT, N, L, UINU ) 
c 
C DEF IiHNG THC l.'i'1l':I;1BLES USED 
c : == ""=~= ==='=""'~===·== =~======= 
c 
lMPLICiT COMPLEX <A - ZI 
c 
lNIEGlR N, L, WIND, I 
c 
HErtl. DAT1ilN <NJ, DA10Uf iN) 
~LAL t'1 , 112 
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c 
C SETHNG THE OIJTF'U r VATA EOUAL TO !HE !Nl"IJT LIA'!A INHIALL 'Y 
c c:: = = :.::.;:: .::i;: = ;::= = :c;. = :.:;;;:; :.::::::::::;:;::::::~=:::::::;:.:;;:;=:::;:::::.::.::_--:.:;:;;;:: =:.::==:::;::::::':::::::;::;::::::: 
c 
DO 600 l =I, N 
liATOUf <I> = MlAIN <Il 
600 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C lMF'LEMENTING THE DCSIRED WINiJOW 
c = = = = === = ========,===== =-~=~======== 
c 
UIND =MAX~< 1, MIN1 ( 5, WIND I ) 
GO TO < 10,20,30,:10,5•J I UIND 
c 
c 
C ZERO ORDER WINDOW 
c =====~,============= 
c 
10 IF < L .GE. N ) RETURN 
c 
DO 100 I= L+1, N 
liATOUT CI> = O. 
100 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
RETURN 
C FIRST ORDER WINDOW 
c ==================== 
c 
20 A1 = CL - 1.) I 2. 
c 
.D0200 1=1,L 
W = 1, - ABS CI - 1. - All I Al 
DATOUT Cl> = DATOIJT CI l • IJ 
200 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO 10 
C HANNING ~ INDOW 
·c ================ 
·c 
30 A1 = 6.2~818 I CL - 1.l 
c 
DO 300 I= 1, L 
W = .S - .5 * COS <I-1. HA1 
DA lOUl <I l = [IATUiJT <I l • IJ 
300 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO 10 
C HAMMING U JNI•OIJ 
c ~=============== 
c 
40 A1 = 6.23818 I CL-I.) 
c 
DO 400 I= 1, L 
U = .54 - .46 t COS < (l-1. l*A1 
DATOUl <I> = MTOIJT (I> * W 
400 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO 10 
C BLACf;MAN WINDOW 
c ================= 
c 
50 A1 = 6.23816 I <L-1.l 
A2 = 2. * Al 
c 
DO 500 I= 1, L 
U = .42 - .5 *COS ( <I-1.HA1 > + .08 *COS C CI-1.l*A2 l 
DATOUT <I> = DATUUT <I>* W. 
500 CONTINUE 
C lilJ TO 10 
c 
ENO 
END OF FILE 
-> 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
€ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c; 
c 
c 
SUBRUUIINE tiLICIT<X,Y,XAXIS,YAXIS,XHIN,XftAX,YMTN,YMAX,XLArn~L,NXCH 
+ AR' YLAL•EL ,me Ht.~:. Tl ru:: ,N fCrl,;;~ ,rff'H rs) 
THIS ROUTINE r·u11:; ONTO A NEU GDP F'Af.?E (., (iF:APH OF lHE 
X POINIS VS THE Y PUINIS. IT ALSO PLACES A SCALE 
ALONG THE lijl] AXES & WidlES lHE LAB£.LS ALGNG lHt: COl(l\l:l;T 
AXIS. 
INPUTS 
x ARRAY OF f'OINTS TO BE f'LOTfEir 
Y ARRAY OF Y VALUES TO BE PLOTTED AGf.1INST THE X VALUES 
XAXIS THE X AXIS LENGTH IN CMS 
YAXIS THI:: Y AXIS LENGTH IN CMS 
XLABEL THE X AXIS LABEL 
NXCHAR THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE X AXIS LABEL 
YLABEL THE Y AXIS LABEL 
tl'(CHliR THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE Y AXIS LABEL 
TITLE THE TITLE or THE PLOT 
NTCHAR THE NUMBER OF CHARAClERS IN iHE PLOT TITLE 
Nf'NTS THE NUMBER Of f'OINTS IN THE X ANO Y ARRAYS 
XII IN MINIMUM X VALUE 
XMAX MAXIMUM X VALUE 
YMIN MINIMUM Y VALUE 
YMAX MAXIHUM Y VALUE 
THE ROUTINE OUTPUTS TO (1 NH! GDP F'LOf FILE IHE ·GRAF'H, 
LOCAL VARJABLES 
======::.======:=:= 
XRANG 
YRANG 
XS TART 
YSTART 
XVST 
YVST 
XSTEF' 
YSTEP 
XCHAR 
YCHAR 
CHA RH 
NXLNS 
NYLNS 
IHI.NS 
THE DIFFEF;ENCE BETWEEN THE X VALUES AT THE 
ORIGIN ANO AT THE E.ND OF fHE X AXIS 
rHE DIFFERENCE BETliEEN THE .< VALUES AT THE 
ORIU!N AND AT THE ENO Of THE Y AXIS 
lHE 'JALl!E OF THE OiUGIN IN TERMS OF THE 
X VALUES 
lHE VHLUES OF THE ORIGIN IN TEf.:MS OF THE 
Y VALUES 
THE CHANGE IN VALUE BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE X AXIS 
SCALE Ml<f:S. 
THE CH!<NGE JN VALUE BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE Y AXIS 
SCALE MARKS. 
THE "UMBER OF CMS BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE X AXIS SCALE 
HARKS 
THE NUMBER OF CMS [:UWEEN SUCCESSIVE Y AXIS SCALE 
tiARKS 
THE CALCULATED MAXIMUM HEIG!lf OF X LkI<EL CHAl~ACIERS 
lH£ SIZE Of· THE LA£<EL CHAf<ACTE!\S IN. CMS 
THE U1Lf:tJLA !Ui NUMt<rn OF LINES NEE~ED FOh: HlE 
XAXIS LH<EL 
. rHE Ci'•LCIJLATE.n NUMl<EI\ OF LJM:.s NEEDHI FOR ·1111:: 
Y AXIS LM<i:.L 
Tlil'.: C:Al.CUC.HE!J rllJMPEF\ OF LlfJf.S Nf::f.UE(I FOi~ HIE 
HOI 1 HLE 
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c 
c 
C [!ECLARATJOtlS 
c ===========~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l\Ef)L X (1 >, Y < 1l 
CHARACTER1<1 XLABEL< 1), YLABEL< t>, 1 ITLE<t) 
C SET UP THE SCALE VALUES FOR THE LABLING 
c ' 
C ---- GET THE RANGE Of VALUES ----
C 
c 
XRANG = XMAX - XMIN 
YRANG = YMAX - YMIN 
C ---- 6ET FIRST VALUES ----
C 
c 
c 
XSTART = XMIN 
YSTttRT = YMIN 
XLAST = XMAX 
YlfiST == YMAX 
C ---- UORt( OUT HOW MANY TICt(S TO H(i'JE 
c 
c 
NXTICS = IFIX<XAXIS/4.0 + 0.5> + 
HYTICS = IFIX<YAXIS/4.0 + 0.5l + 
C ---- GET THE DISTANCE BElWEEN TWO SCALE MARKS ----
C 
c 
XSTEP = XAXISl<NXTICS-1) 
YSTEP = YAXISl<NYTICS-1) 
c ---- GET THE CHANGE OF VALUE BETWEEN rwo SCALE MARf(S ----
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
XVST <XLAST-XSTART)/fLOAT <NXTICS-1 l 
YI/ST • <YLAST-YSTARTl/FLOAr <NYTICS-1 l 
6ET THE FACTIJRS TO CONVERT THE X & Y f·OINTS ----
XFAC = XAXIS/XRANG 
YFAC = YAXIS/Yf':ANG 
C IJORf: OUT THE PAGE SIZE NEEDEII FOR THE f'LO·r 
c 
c 
C ---- IJHAT SPACE FOR THE LABELS ---
C 
• IF<NXCHAR .GT. 80) THEN 
XCHARH = XAXIS I 80.0 
ELSE 
XCflARH = 0.5 
END IF 
C IF<tHCHAR .GT. 80l THEN 
c 
c 
TCHARH = XAXIS I 80.0 
ELSE 
TCHP.RH = 0.5 
END IF 
IF<NYCHAR .GT. 80) THEN 
YCHARH = YAXIS I 80.0 
ELSE 
YCHARH = 0.5 
ENitIF 
C ----SET THE NUMBER OF LINES OF EttCH AXIS LABEL-----
C 
c 
c 
c 
. NXLNS = 
NYLNS = 
NTLNS = 
---- HOW CAN GET HEIGHT OF l\XIS LA£<ELS 
c:HARli = AMINI <XCHARH, YCHARH,TCH,1RHI 
C ··--- NOW GET THE f· Afil'.: [1ff IN i l ION --··--
C 
CALL l'AG!!E.F<-( 1 .~+NYLNS*l .5°tCHAl\Hl ,-( 1 .S·HNXLNS+NILNSl fl .5-t·CHARH), 
+ ll.O+KAXl5l, (1.0-+YAXiSl l 
c 
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C DIJ lHE. PlOTllNG 
c 
c lilE AXIS f SCALE MAm:s ---.. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALL AXES<NXTICS ,NYTICS ,XSTU', rs fEP' XSTr.i~ r, YSIARf ,xvs r, YVSTI 
THE LABELS ----· 
CALL Lr1BEL < XLA[lEL, Yl.l'iBt:L, 11 ILE, NXCH1~R, 1-iYCtit. R, NTCllAR, CHH\H l 
THE CURVE ----
CALL CUf\VE<X,Y,X8TART,YSTART,XFAC,YFAC,NPNTSl 
RETURN 
END 
C**"°******'•·•'•'''************''·*******'''**·•******''·'•*•'•************'t.*******'•** 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l; 
... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE AXES<NXTICS ,NYTICS,XSTEP, YSTEP ,XSTART, YSTART, 
+ XVST 1 YVSTl 
THIS ROUTINE IS DESIGNED lO DRAW TO THE CUf\RENTLY ACTIVE 
f'LOT PAGE THE AXES .& THE SC~iLE VALUES. 
INPUTS 
NXTICS NUMBER OF TICf(S ON THE X AXIS 
AYTlCS 
XS TEP 
YSTEP 
XS TART 
XVST 
YVST 
OUTPUT 
THIS ROUri~IE ur~ITES 10 THE CURRENTLY ACrIVE PLO[ FILE TH£ COD£ 
HECCESSARY TO PRODUCE THE PLOT OF THE AXES .& SCALES 
DECLf1RATJON3 
CHARACTE":*4 ffriH 3) r ( )'/, CHAR<2l 
flATA CHARH i0.35/ 
C ---- SET UP THI;: S?AC£ SIZE OF THE TICMARK TO NUiiBER GAP ----
C 
SPAC£1 = CHA~H 
c 
C ---- SET UF' THE TIC SIZE ----
C 
TICSIZ ~ 0.2;)tCHARtl 
c 
C --- INITIALISE FOR X ----
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
x = o.o 
V = XSTART 
CALL fkMTI 1i XS iEI'', rnM rl 
DO 10 I~ 1,NXflCS 
!::NCODE<8,f'Hlr,CH1~R> V 
CALL !'11£XT ((X-;).'.''•CHARHl, -(SPAC£1+TICSIZ<·CHARHl, CHA RH, CHr~I~, 
+ o.o, 8) 
(%1\.J !Hf: flC MRf~. -··--
CALL l•F;WS1':!HX, -!ICSIZ, X, O.Ol 
X " X + i:S ffY 
V =- V + Xl.•S I' 
10 CUNT !NIJE 
r. 
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c 
c 
c 
DRAU THE AXIS LINE ----
CALL DRUSECHX-XSTEP ,O.O,O.O,O.O > 
C HOU THE Y AXIS ----
C 
c 
C ---- INIHALISE ----
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.C 
c 
y " 0.0 
V = YSTART 
Cf1LL fRMTl l( YSTEF', FRMll 
fJO 20 I = 1,NYTICS 
ENCODE<B,FRMT ,CHAfO V 
CALL DTEXT<-!Sf·'ACEl+TICSIZl, <Y-::i.O+CHARHl, CHAl':H, CH11R, 
+ 90.0, Bl 
DRAU THE TIC MARf(S ---
CALL DRWSEG<-TICSIZ, Y, 0.0, Yl 
SET UP FOR THE NEXT SHOT 
Y = Y + YSTEP 
V = V t YVST 
20 CONTI HUE E :---- liRAU THE AXIS LINE ----
c 
CALL DRWSEG<O.O,Y-YSTEF',O.O,O.Ol 
c 
c 
. C THATS IT 
c 
c 
f<ETURH 
END 
C************ **'t.****'"I·*** **f-****'t.*'i"l"i-t ''"'·'f"H-'•'U"H* * *********''* * ****"'***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FRMTITCSTEP, FRMTl 
THIS ROUTiNE l_S DESIGNED TO GENERATE THE FOr:1'\(lT COD!: 
10 COtl'JE.RT lHE vriLUES SEl''E.RATED BY sru rnro CHAkA<:ERS. 
INPUT 
STEP THE CHANGE IN VALUE. BETWEEN TWO SUCCESSIVE VALUES 
TO P.E ENCODED 
OUTPUT 
FRMT THE CHARACTER ARRAY GIVING 1HE FIJF:i'IAT 
l!ECLARATIONS 
IF< STEP .GE. 10000.00 .OR. STEP .LT. -1000.00l TMEN 
C ---- NUMBER U!LL HAVE TO BE IN E FORMAT ----
C 
c 
c 
FRMT(2l = 'EB.3' 
El.SE IF CABS< SH:F'l .GT. 1.00l THEN 
c 
C ---- NUMBER MAY BE IN F FORMAT ----
C 
· FRMT< 2> = 'FB.2·' 
c 
El.SE If <AUS< STEP> .GT. 0.001 ) THE.N 
c 
C ---- Ulll BE FORCED TO USE £ fOl;i1Ai 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
t 
FRMT <2l = 'k08.3' 
ELSE 
---- Cf1N USE MUDIFIED F FORMAT --·--
mm 12> = -ra.:;-· 
f.NI! IF 
liE'lUf':N 
f.Nfl 
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c 
C"-•·•· * *"° *'''*'•·•·. ****''""''"''*"' .f. t ,, .. l 1.-.t-***** '''*. '''*'t-*'•**'· *'' ·M' t ,.,. *** *'' **** •· *** ''*'*''·'". 
c 
c 
c; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,. c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE hABEL<Xlf\BEL, YLABEL, lTflC:,NXCHAR,NYCl·MR,N fCHr~R, CHAF\Hl 
THIS.ROUTINE Wi~ITES THE X & Y LABELS AND TITLE 
INf'UTS 
XLAltEL THE CHARi'.1CTER ARRAY CONTAINING THE X LABEL 
YLMIEL THE CHARACTER ARRAY CONTAiNING fHE Y LABEL 
TITLE THE CHfiRACTER ARRAY CONTAINING THE PLOT TITLE 
HXCHAR THE NUMBER OF CHAl~ACTERS IN THE X LABEL 
NY CHAR THE NUi1BEFi OF CHARACTERS fr! THE Y LABEL 
NT CHAR THE HUNBt:R OF CHARACTERS HI THE PLOT HTLE 
CHARH THE HEIGHT TO DRAIJ THE CHARrtCTERS 
OUTPUT 
TO THE CURr\ENTLY ACTIVE GDP PLOT PAGE THE LABELS ARE DRAUN 
DECLARATIONS 
CHARACTER.t4 XLABEL<1l, YLABEL(1l, TITLE<1 l 
C DO THE X AXIS LABEL 
c 
c 
Y = -11.2 + CHARHl 
c 
CALL DTEXT<O.O, Y, CHARH, XLAiit:L, O.O, HXCH1!1Rl 
c 
C NOW THE TITLE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Y = -11.2 + 2.5*CHA?.Hl 
CALL DTEXT<O.o, Y, CllARH, TITLE, 0.0, NTCHAR> 
C AND THE Y AXIS LABEL 
c 
c 
c 
c 
x = -1.2 
CALL DTEXT<X, 0.0, CHARH, YLAll:J_, 90.0, NYCHAF:l 
RETURN 
END 
C*****''·**** t *******'' '''1'''' t ****'•**t*** t *·''**'' '•*'•'•*'~ • ****''''~****** t ********* '•* 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBF:OUTINE CIJF:'JE<X, Y, XSTART, YSlART, Xh)C, YFAC, t!PNTSl 
THIS ROIJ1 !NE DRAl..i5 A LINE GRAl'"H OF iHE X F'TS 1J~ lHE 
Y POINTS 
INPUTS 
====== 
x 
y 
XS I ART 
YSfARf 
YfAC 
ARRAY OF X POINlS 
AHRAY OF Y POINTS 
STARTING VALUE OF X ARRAY 
Sl AR f I NG VALUt:S OF Y Al.:k1~Y 
FACTOH rn CONVER[ ABSULUlt: x VALUES rn CMS 
f AC ro;,: ru CONVERT ABSOLU fE )' VALUES 10 CMS 
THC N!;r·rnrn UF FOHnS rn ltfE x t. y .~F:F:.ws 
10 t.•t. Pllll !Ell 
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c 
C i1ECLARATI01'!S 
c ======~~==~= 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
REAL U 1> , Y (1 > 
C GET THE SHOW ON THE:: ROAD 
c 
CALL MOVE<CX( 1 >-X~TART HXFAC, ( T< 1 J-YS fART>,HFAC> 
c 
DO 10 l = 2,NPNTS 
c 
CALL liRAW( <X<Il-XSTART>*XFAC, ( Y< I )-YSTARTH,YFAC> 
c 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
RETURN 
END 
END OF FILE 
-> 
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APPENDIX 4 
A PROOF ON THE CONVOLUTION RESULTS USED 
The proof given here shows that when relating the· 
input x(t) to a system with impulse response g(t) and 
output y(t) via the convolution integral the exact 
relation holds· if one substitutes the autocorrelation 
function of the input for the input x(t) and the 
crosscorrelation function of the input ·and output for 
the output y(t). 
Defining the autocorrelation of a function x(t) as: 
00 
134. 
fx*{t) .x(t+T)dt • • • A4. 1 
and the crosscor elation of two functions x{t) and 
y(t) as: 
.. oo 
0XY ( T f x*(t) .y(t+•)dt • • • A4. 2 
-00 
If we then state the convolution integral relating 
x(t), g(t) and y(t): 
00 
y(t) = jg (6) .x(t-6)d6 ~ •• A4. 3 
Now replacing x(t) with its autocorrelation function 
0xx(T) and y(t) by some unknown function I, we may 
then write: 
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00 
I = ·jg(6).0xx(-r-6)d6 
0 
Now substituting for 0xx(t-6) from-equation A4.l we have: 
00 
. 00 
I = f g (6) f x*(t).x(t+T-6)dt d6 
0. -oo ·-· 
rearranging the order of integration 
00 00 
I = f Jg(G) x*(t ) .• x(t+T-6)dt de 
.0. -oo 
Oo 00 
= fx*(t) J 9 ( 6 ) . X ( t t T "6 ) .d 6 dt .•. A4.5 
-oo 0 
and since we recognise that: 
00 
/g(6)x(t+~-6)d6 = g(t)*x(t+r) = y(t+•) by A4.3 
b 
Substituting this into A4.5 we have that: 
00 
I = , J x~(t)y(t·H)dt = 0xy(•) by A4.2 
-00 
thus we may rewrite expression A4.3: 
00 
= 
t J g(6}.0xx(•-6)d6 
0 
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. DEL RY 
RCF!00-\'2 
figure A5.la The autocorrelation 
function. 
t-
i/) 0 
- ... ""! 
~ 
I 
r- 0 
,o 
t. "} 
z 
G:. 
e::~ 
t- ·---~-----~---~------
' .co 15.15 
TRRNSiT-T!ME 
1TDRE100-V2 
31 .so 
Figure A5.lc The transit time 
distribution. 
SIMULA V2.0 17/(12/81 
63.00 
PIPE LENGTH = 50 PIPE WIDTH = 20 
DELAY 
CCF100-V2 
Figure A5.lb The crosscorrelation 
function. 
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~ .o::i 15.15 31 .so· 47.25 63.oo 
I 'JE~GCITY 
VDiDO-V2 
Figure A5. Id The velocity distribution. 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES - 64 AVERAGING WIDTH = 10 
NUMBER OF RECORDS AVERAGED - 100 
VELOCITY PROFILE USED IS 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2. 2 
ACF NORMALIZING FACTOR = 7.7483 CCF NORMALIZING FACTOR - 5. 1628 
Fi~ure AS.le The simulation program output using a flat velocity profile. 
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APPENDIX 5 
DECONVOLUTION OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OBTAINED 
FROM THE SIMULATED FLOW SYSTEM 
The flow simulation program (SIMULA) was run using 
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stepped and flat velocity profiles. The autocorrelation 
and crosscorrelation functions thus calculated were then 
deconvolved in an effort to arrive back wjth a transit time 
distribution or velocity distribution which resembles the 
original distribution used in the simulation of these 
correlation functions. 
The output from the simulation program, the respective 
correlation functions and deconvolution' results are shown 
here for three different velocity profiles. In Figure· 
A5.l a flat velocity profile was used in the simulation 
of the flow and hence the TTD and VD are expected to comprise 
a single impulse corresponding to this delay. If one 
examines Figure AS.le and A5.ld, these impulses are present. 
In Figure 5.ld however, the velocity djstribution has a 
poor signal to noise ratio. This may be attributed to 
the finite averaging effects as discussed in Section 3.1.4. 
The curves shown in Figure A5.2 were also obtained from a 
simulation with a flat velocity profile but in this case 
the flow velocity has been increased. The ACF is narrower 
than that of Figure A5.l due to the increase in_frequency_ 
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of the flow signals arising from the more rapid flow. 
The resulting TTD and VD are shown in Figures A5.2c and 
· A5.2d. In Figure AS.3 the deconvolution of correlation 
funtion simulated using a stepped velocity profile are 
given. 
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APPENDIX 6 
FOURIER'TRANSFORM DECONVOLUTION IN 
THE PRESENCE OF NOISE 
In an effort to determine the sensitivity of the Fourier 
transform deconvolution method to noise, several tests 
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were carried out. Two well-known functions were convolved 
and this result stored. Noise signals of different 
amplitudes are then added to this convolution result and 
the deconvolution of the original function and this noisy 
function carried out. Results of the deconvolution of tri-· 
angular and rectangular pulses are shown here as well as 
those obtained using 11 test 11 correlation functions. These 
11 t e st •: c o r re 1 at i on f u n ct i on s we re c om put e d u s i n g ·. t he 
·autocorrelation function measured from the flow rig. The 
crosscorrelation function was found by computing a 
transit time distribution resulting from a typical para-
bolic velocity profile and convolving this TTD with the 
ACF. 
The rectangular functions used in the first tests are shown 
in Figures A6.la and A6.1b. The convolution of these 
two pulses is given in Figure A6.lc. Various levels of 
noise are added to this triangular waveform and the 
deconvolution of the rectangular function (in Figure A6.la) 
and this noisy triangular function carried out. The 
expected result is the waveform given in Figure A6.lb. 
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In Figures A6.2a and A6.3a the noise signals are added 
to the triangular function. The deconvolution results 
shown in Figures Afi.2b and A6.3b have been computed 
.without applying any windowing to the intermediate 
deconvolution results. The results shown in Figures 
A6.2c and A6.3c have been calculated by applying Hamming 
windows to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
' 
and crosscorrelation functions before and after dividing 
these Fourier transforms. 
The application of the data window definitely reduces 
the noise present in the deconvolved function. The 
results demonstrate the sensitivity of the deconvolution 
result to noise added to the waveform to be deconvolved. 
A second test was carried out where the functions represent 
more closely typical autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
functions. Examples ar~ given in Figures A6.4a and A6.4b. 
The TTD used to compute the CCF is given in Figure A6~4c. 
The deconvolution is thus expected to return a TTD 
similar to that shown in Figure A6.4c. 
With no added noise, the deconvolution returns the expected 
TTD. Extremely low noise signals which were added to 
the CCF are shown in Figures A6~5b, A6.6b and A6.7b for 
comparison with the original CCFs. The correlation 
-
functions with the noise· signals added, are shown in 
Figures A6.5a and A6.6a and A6.7a. Hamming windowing was 
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applied to the intermediate deconvolution results. The 
· TTDs obtained by deconvolving these correlation functions 
are shown in Figures A6.5c, A6.6c and A6.7c. 
These results show the typical correlation functions to 
be much more sensitive than the rectangular functions to 
added noise when deconvolving. 
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